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Information brochure
Target

groups:

schools

(headmaster,

teachers,

school

pedagogues,

psychologists), psychological and pedagogical centres, local government,
parents
Topic: Basic information about ESL (ELET) in the UK:
Definition
The present state and accepted indicators
Challenges

Definition
In the European Union (EU) early school leavers are young people aged 18 –
24, who have completed lower secondary education or less and do not
participate in further education or vocational training.
The Early School Leaving (ESL) indicator is not a well-established name in
the UK.
The United Kingdom is unique in the EU as it does not focus on ESL; rather,
the United Kingdom focuses exclusively on ‘Not in Education, Employment or
Training’ (NEET) and ‘Participation in Education, Training and Employment by
16-18 Year Olds in England’.
This is reflected in the policies and implementation of educational strategies;
whereas many EU countries focus on reducing ESL, the United Kingdom is
much more concerned with ensuring that education leads to employment.
However, the ESL indicator is valuable in that it measures the ability of a
country to retain young people in education and ensure that they achieve
higher levels of qualifications, which builds a more skilled workforce.
Present state and accepted indicators
In the EU, ESL levels vary greatly dependent upon countries and regions
within countries. The comparative data for 2001 - 2012 of the European
Statistical Office (Eurostat) show that the average for all Member States was
between 12.8% and 17.2%.
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In the Europe 2020 strategy a measurable primary objective was set, which is
a reduction of the number of ESL from 14.4% in 2009 to less than 10% in
2020. Member States, with the exception of the UK, have set their national
measurable objectives, taking into account their initial position and national
context.
The United Kingdom has not adopted a national quantitative target for
reducing the percentage of ESL in the National Reform Programme. England
and Wales have undertaken to reduce the number of ESL on the basis of the
national definition of NEET. A person is considered NEET if he/she is 16-24
years old and does not participate in education or training, and does not work.
Scotland has agreed to reduce the number of ESL to 10%. Northern Ireland
announced that all young people will have an access and the possibility to
take part in training.
Italy has set a national target to reduce the percentage of ESL
to 16% in 2020.
The ESL rate in Poland was also varied, as in the years 2001-2002 it was
above 7%. Since 2003, the rate has not exceeded 6%, and in 2012 it was
5.7% (4th best in Europe). In the Strategy of Human Resource Development
adopted by the resolution No. 104 of the Council of Ministers of 18 June 2013
on the adoption of the Strategy of Human Resource Development in 2020, it
was considered particularly important to take actions to achieve one of the
objectives of the "Europe 2020" strategy, which was the reduction of the
number of young people not continuing education in Poland to 4.5%.

Challenges
1. Professional use of databases for systemic analytical activities
resulting in the prevention of ESL

2. Improving the system of controlling the compulsory schooling and the
obligation of education in the context of population migration

3. Full functionality of the educational information system at the central
level
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4. Focusing the activities of the educational system on learning outcomes

5. An holistic perception of the students - their needs, expectations,
difficulties and individual conditions, including psychological and
physical conditions, family and community conditions.

6. Consistency in adapting vocational training to labour market needs, in
particular to local market.
7. Equipping candidates for the teaching profession in adequate
competences to work individually with the student, relying on
resources, innovative methods and forms of work, in order to achieve a
high quality of their work and prevent ESL
8. Constant improvement of teachers’ competences in order to increase
the attractiveness and effectiveness of school activities, which will
contribute to increased motivation and interest of young people in the
learning process.

9. Encouraging and supporting adult education.

10. Using school autonomy in order to organise educational space and the
possibility of a flexible education model to implement multi-level
teaching, compensating for students’ deficiencies and equalising
educational opportunities

11. Promoting the value of education through interdisciplinary activities,
including the activities of

different institutions (educational, labour

market, social assistance, specialist support centres) and between
different ministries (ministry of education, science, labour, health).
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Instructions for the school how to use ‘Questionnaire for assessing the
risk of early school leaving’
I.Introduction
In connection with activities undertaken to reduce early school leaving three
questionnaires for assessing the risk of this phenomenon have been prepared
for schools.
Their main purpose is to assess to what extent a particular student is in
danger of early school leaving.
The risk assessment will allow the school and parents to apply measures
in case a student is at risk of early school leaving.

Each questionnaire is addressed to a different entity.

The most important and indispensable tool is questionnaire No 1.

Questionnaire No 1 is addressed to the form teacher, school pedagogue or
other teacher working with a student. Its aim is to diagnose the behaviour of
the student in the school environment, which is crucial for assessing the risk
of early school leaving.
Filling in questionnaire No. 1 is obligatory.

Questionnaire No. 2 is addressed to the student's parents. Its aim is to
diagnose the student's family situation and gather information about the
student from their parents, which may be important for the assessment of the
above risk.
Filling in questionnaire No. 2 is desirable.

Questionnaire No. 3 is addressed to the student. Its aim is to understand
the behaviour of the student in the school environment from his/her
perspective and to compare the acquired information about the student.
Filling in questionnaire No. 3 is desirable.
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II. The scope of information
Each questionnaire contains three areas of information that have been
identified as:
1. "L" or low - the risk of the 1st degree of early school leaving, marked in
green;
2. "S" or significant –the risk of the 2nd degree of early school leaving, marked
in blue;
3. "H" or high – the risk of the 3rd degree of early school leaving, marked in
red.

Data from the completed questionnaires No 2 and 3 are an important
supplement to the key source, which is the information from the mandatory
questionnaire No. 1 filled in by the form teacher. They are used for the indepth diagnosis of the pupil.

III. Risk assessment
To assess the risk of early school leaving using prepared tools, the form
teacher should obligatorily fill in questionnaire No. 1.
Data introduced should be based on:
-

the analysis of the school register (marks, attendance, data concerning
parents)

-

the analysis of registers of other educational activities

-

the analysis of student’s marks sheet

-

interviews with teachers teaching in a particular form

-

interviews with the school pedagogue, psychologist

-

form teacher’s own observations, educational diagnosis

-

other available sources.
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IMPORTANT
In case of indicating in questionnaire No. 1 "YES", at least in point 3 of the "S"
and "H" part, it is necessary to take urgent measures towards the child in
cooperation with the school, because there is a significant risk of dropping
out.
Data for questionnaires No. 2 and 3 should be introduced on the basis of
interviews with parents and the student respectively, if they agree to.
The bigger number of "YES"

answers in every "L", "S" and "H" parts in

questionnaires No. 2 and 3, the greater the risk of dropping out by the child.

Having filled in the questionnaire No. 1, and possibly questionnaires No.2 and
3, analyse them.
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IV. The algorithm of procedures
Then use the "Algorithm of procedures for the school in case the child is
at risk of dropping out", which was developed on the basis of questionnaire
No. 1.
The procedures of the above mentioned algorithm include necessary
information and proposals of actions which can be undertaken by schools.
They should be adopted accordingly to the diagnosed situation of a particular
student and should be enriched by obvious actions on the part of the school,
such as:
-

broadening the school’s educational offer

-

making classes and other school activities attractive for students

-

organising school trips to regional labour offices, centres for vocational
training

-

professional diagnosis of the student by the psychological and
pedagogical centre

-

improving school facilities

-

cooperation with other institutions: NGOs, employers

-

assessing the effectiveness of implemented actions.

REMEMBER
1. Each student can complete education and learn a profession according
to his/her abilities.
2. Have a positive attitude towards the students, recognise their abilities
and take into account their individual situation, including family
situation.

3. In case of the risk of early school leaving by a student use the
"Algorithm of procedures for the school in case the student is at risk of
dropping out.
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Instructions for parents how to use ‘Questionnaire for assessing the risk
of early school leaving’

I.Introduction
In connection with activities undertaken to reduce early school leaving three
questionnaires for assessing the risk of this phenomenon have been prepared
for schools.
Their main purpose is to assess to what extent a particular student is in
danger of early school leaving.
The risk assessment will allow the school and parents to apply measures in
case a student is at risk of early school leaving.

Each questionnaire is addressed to a different entity.
The most important and indispensable tool is questionnaire No 1.

Questionnaire No 1 is addressed to the form teacher, school pedagogue or
other teacher working with a student. Its aim is to diagnose the behaviour of
the student in the school environment, which is crucial for assessing the risk
of early school leaving.

Questionnaire No. 2 is addressed to the student's parents. Its aim is to
diagnose the student's family situation and gather information about the
students from their parents, which may be important for the assessment of the
above risk.
Filling in questionnaire No. 2 is obligatory.

Questionnaire No. 3 is addressed to the student. Its aim is to understand
the behaviour of the student in the school environment from his/her
perspective and to compare the acquired information about the student.
Filling in questionnaire No. 3 is desirable.
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II. The scope of information
Each questionnaire contains three areas of information that have been
identified as:
1. "L" or low - the risk of the 1st degree of early school leaving, marked in
green;
2. "S" or significant –the risk of the 2nd degree of early school leaving, marked
in blue;
3. "H" or high – the risk of the 3rd degree of early school leaving, marked in
red.

Data from the completed questionnaires No 2 and 3 are an important
supplement to the key source, which is the information from the obligatory
questionnaire No. 1, filled in by the form teacher. They are used for the indepth diagnosis of the pupil.

III. Risk assessment
To assess the risk of early school leaving using prepared tools, the form
teacher should obligatorily fill in questionnaire No. 1.

IMPORTANT
In case of indicating in the questionnaire No. 2 "YES", at least in point 3 of the
"S" and "H" part, it is necessary to take urgent measures towards the child in
cooperation with the school, because there is a significant risk of dropping
out.
The bigger number of "YES"

answers in every "L", "S" and "H" parts in

questionnaires No. 2 and 3, the greater the risk of dropping out by the child.

Having filled in the questionnaire No. 2, and got acquainted with the answers
in questionnaire No.1 and possibly questionnaire No. 3, analyse them.
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IV. The algorithm of procedures
Then use the "Algorithm of procedures for parents in case the child is at
risk of dropping out", which was developed on the basis of questionnaires
No. 1 and 2.

REMEMBER
1. Each student, including your child, can complete education and acquire
a profession according to his/her abilities.

2. Trust the school, ask for help when you know that your child is often
absent from classes, is reluctant to go to school, violates social norms.
3. Do not make excuses for your child’s absences in school, if you know
that he/she played truant.

4. Make sure not to lose contact with your child, try to talk to him/her as
often as possible.

5. In case of the risk of early school leaving by your child use the
"Algorithm of procedures for parents in case the child is at risk of
dropping out."
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Questionnaire No. 1
Information from the form teacher (school pedagogue, psychologist,
headmaster) in the form of an interview:

The scope of information for the assessment of

yes

the risk of ESL

no

I don’t
know

L-Low - Risk of the 1st degree: The student:
1.

has got difficulties in learning, which result in
negative marks

2.

it happens that he/she doesn’t obey set norms and
rules, school regulations and school statute

3.

sometimes misses obligatory classes (attendance
above 70%)

4.

has difficulties in entering into relationships with
other people

5.

hasn’t got friends at school

6.

hasn’t got friends in the form he/she attends

7.

is secluded by his/her schoolmates

8.

doesn’t contact form teacher if he/she has got a
problem

9.

doesn’t contact anybody at school when he/she
has got a problem

10. doesn’t attend extracurricular classes
11. no information about his/her interests, hobbies
12. his/her economic/social conditions are not
sufficient
13. suffers from illnesses (chronic illnesses)
14. benefits from the social help offered by the school
15. is not a citizen of a given country
16. is a citizen of a given country returning from
abroad
17. is a member of a national minority or an ethnic
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group
S- Significant – Risk of the 2nd degree: The student:
1.

systematically gets insufficient/negative marks

2.

systematically gets reproofs on negative behaviour

3.

misses classes (attendance between 50% a 69%)

4.

gets negative marks for conduct

5.

isolates himself/herself from the classmates

6.

rejects the trials to establish relationships

7.

uses psychoactive substances ( smokes or uses
other substances)

8.

is sometimes aggressive, uses abusive language,
takes part in fights

9.

his/her social/ economic conditions are insufficient

10. his/her health problems make regular attendance
at school difficult
11. comes from a pathological family (alcoholism,
drugs, other…)
12. is a member of a subculture, which he/she
manifests by his/her appearance
13. is brought up by a single parent
14. comes from a refugee family
H – High –Risk of the 3rd degree: The student:
1.

has violated the law many times

2.

is addicted to psychoactive substances

3.

misses classes systematically (attendance below
50%)

4.

has got school failures, which result in many
negative marks

5.

has got unjustified absences

6.

was not classified in one subject because of
unjustified absences

7.

was not classified in many subject

8.

was not classified in all subject
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9.

repeated a year once

10. repeated a year twice
11. has changed school at least twice
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Questionnaire No. 2
Information given by the student’s parents (interview concerning the
student and his/her family situation):

The scope of information for the assessment

yes

no

of the risk of ESL

I don’t
know

L-Low - Risk of the 1st degree: The student:
1.

is brought up by a single parent

2.

comes from a foreign family

3.

comes from a Polish family which returned to
Poland from abroad

4.

comes from a national minority family or an ethnic
group

5.

comes from a family with poor economic situation

6.

his/her living conditions are not good enough to
prepare for classes

7.

there are problems in the family, like…..
S- Significant – Risk of the 2nd degree: The student:

1.

his/her parents are divorcing

2.

one of the parents abandoned family

3.

comes from a family undergoing a crisis or
traumatic situation for the student (e.g. death,
chronic disease of one of the family members)

4.

comes from a pathological family (alcoholism,
drugs, other…)

5.

comes from a poor family

6.

his/ her family don’t take care of him/her, don’t
pay attention to his/ her life
H – High –Risk of the 3rd degree: The student:

1.

comes from a family in which violence occurs

2.

his/

her

family

is

supervised

by

relevant

institutions because of reported violence
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3.

comes from a family where there is a problem of
abusing psychoactive substances (alcohol, drugs,
other…)

4.

comes from a refugee family

5.

there is unemployment in the family

6.

family has got a court probation officer
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Information given by the student’s parents (interview concerning the
student)
The scope of information for the assessment

yes

of the risk of ESL

no

I don’t
know

Risk of the 1st degree: The student:
1.

at the early age experienced a serious health
problem such as…

2.

doesn’t like going to school

3.

thinks that he/she will never achieve success

4.

hasn’t got any colleagues, friends

5.

rarely talks with the parents about his/her
problems

6.

has got negative opinion about teachers, school

7.

has got no interests, hobbies

8.

has experienced school failures

9.

often causes problems at home
Risk of the 2nd degree: The student:

1.

doesn’t talk with the parents about his/her affairs

2.

adopted behaviour patterns from people from
outside the family e.g. friends, idols, subculture

3.

uses psychoactive substances (alcohol, drugs)

4.

spends all his/her free time „on the Internet”

5.

doesn’t respond to parent’s remarks
Risk of the 3rd degree: The student:

1.

manifests resistant and rebellious behaviour –
e.g. often argues, opposes adults, disregards
norms, blames others for his/her wrong behaviour
or mistakes, gets angry and feels offended, is
malicious and revengeful towards other people,
on purpose does things that can hurt other people

2.

is a member of a subculture

3.

is addicted to psychoactive substances

4.

hasn’t got a close relation with any member of the
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family
5.

entered into a conflict with law
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Questionnaire No. 3
Information given by the student (interview):

The scope of information for the assessment

true

false I don’t

of the risk of ESL

know

L-Low - Risk of the 1st degree: The student:
1.

have you got difficulties in learning, which result
in negative marks

2.

it happens that you don’t obey set norms and
rules, school regulations and school statute

3.

you sometimes miss obligatory classes
(attendance above 70%)

4.

you haven’t got friends at school

5.

you haven’t got friends in the form you attend

6.

you are secluded by your schoolmates

7.

you don’t contact your form teacher when you
have got a problem

8.

you don’t contact anybody at school when you
have got a problem

9.

you don’t attend extracurricular classes

10. you haven’t got any interests, hobbies
11. your economic/social conditions are not sufficient
12. you benefit from the social help offered by the
school
13. you are not a citizen of a given country
14. you are a citizen who returned from abroad
15. you belong to a national minority or ethnic group
S- Significant – Risk of the 2nd degree: The student:
1.

you get insufficient/negative marks

2.

you get reproofs on your nagative behaviour

3.

you miss classes (attendance between 50% a
69%)
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4.

you get negative marks for your conduct

5.

you isolate yourself from the classmates

6.

you use psychoactive substances (you smoke or
use other substances)

7.

you are sometimes aggressive, use abusive
language, take part in fights

8.

you are a member of a subculture

9.

you are brought up by a single parent

10. you come from a refugee family
H – High –Risk of the 3rd degree: The student:
1.

you violated the law

2.

you are addicted to psychoactive substances

3.

you miss classes systematically (attendance
below 50%);

4.

you have manifested violent behaviour

5.

your absences are not justified

6.

you were not classified in one subject

7.

you were not classified in many subjects

8.

you were not classified in all subjects

9.

you repeated a year once

10. you repeated a year twice
11. you have changed school at least twice
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Algorithm of procedures for schools in case the child is at risk of early
school leaving

YES
At least 5 times "YES" was
indicated in green part "L" in
the questionnaire No. 1

NO

At least 3 times "YES" was
indicated in blue part "S" in
the questionnaire No. 1

NO

At least twice "YES" was
indicated in red part "H"
in the questionnaire No. 1

Procedure „L”
─ Organise psychological and pedagogical help for the student
─ Encourage to visit psychological and pedagogical centre for
specialist diagnosis;
─ Establish cooperation with parents and recognize the needs
of the student and family, inform parents on a regular basis
about student’s progress and difficulties in school;
─ Make sure that the student attends additional Polish classes,
if he/she has got communication problems;
─ Identify student’s interests and suggest participation in
activities developing interests and support activities;
─ Monitor student’s behavior at school, including attendance.

YES

─ Organise psychological and pedagogical help and specialist
classes for the student;
─ Organise individual consultations with a specialist at school
(pedagogue, psychologist, therapist);
─ Make sure that the student attends additional language
classes, if he/she has got communication problems;
─ Contact student’s parents and establish constant
cooperation (inform parents on a regular basis about
student’s progress and difficulties in school);
─ Make sure the student also attends extracurricular classes
─ Identify economic needs of the student and his/her family
─ If necessary notify the police or family court;
─ Build a coalition of people and institutions which can be of
assistance

YES

NO

Finish the procedures
but monitor the student
at school

Procedure „S”

─
─
─
─
─
─
─
─

Procedure „H”

Monitor student’s behaviour at school;
Contact the student and his/her parents;
Be in constant contact with parents;
Organise psychological and pedagogical help,
Suggest a meeting with the school pedagogue, vocational
counsellor;
Present alternative paths of education and work;
Help the student enroll to the facility chosen by him/her in
order to continue education;
If necessary notify the police or family court;
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Algorithm of procedures for parents in case the child is at risk of early
school leaving

YES
At least 5 times "YES" was
indicated in the green part "L"
of the questionnaire No. 1
At least twice "YES" was
indicated in green part "L" in
the questionnaire No. 2

NO

At least 3 times "YES" was
indicated in the blue part "S"
of the questionnaire No. 1
At least once "YES" was
indicated in blue part "S" in
the questionnaire No. 2

NO

At least twice "YES" was
indicated in the red part "H"
of the questionnaire No. 1
At least once "YES" was
indicated in red part "H" in
the questionnaire No. 2

NO

─ Definitely go to the school and ask who can help your child
and possibly your family, including social issues;
─ You need to know the reasons for any problems encountered
by your child so consult the psychological and pedagogical
centre or specialist centre;
─ Expect from the headmaster, form teacher psychological and
pedagogical help (consultations, specialized classes,
vocational counseling)
─ Stay in touch with the school - leave contact information that
will enable the school frequent and effective contact with
you;
─ Make sure your child attends additional language,classes if
he/she has got communication problems and that he/she
can develop his/her interest in school.
─
w zajęciach rozwijających; zainteresowania,
Procedure „S” zajęciach
YES
wspierających;
─ Monitoruj funkcjonowania ucznia w szkole, w tym
─ Stay in constant touch with the form teacher, always notify
frekwencję.
him/her about the reasons of your child’s absences;
─ Make sure your child regularly benefits from specialist help
in school or pedagogical centre, e.g by therapist, psychologist,
vocational counselor;
─ If there is a need for you as a parent ask for specialist support
in solving your child’s problems;
─ Contact relevant institutions, for example Social Help Centre,
if social conditions of your family are not sufficient;
─ Talk to your child, ask about school and out of school matters;
─ Positively motivate your child, rely on his/her potential;
─ Show your child different options for achieving targets

YES
─
─
─

Finish your procedures
but observe your child
at home and at school

Procedure „L”

Procedure „H”

Be in constant touch with the school
Ask about other possibilities of fulfilling the obligation of
compulsory education
Make sure your child starts education in a new facility
adjusted to his/her needs
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Algorithm of procedures of the school towards parents:
-

Establishing PRMM, which means establishing a positive, regular,
mutual, mobile collaboration with the child's parents;

-

Preparing an individual programme of cooperation with parents;

-

Training sessions for parents which will reinforce their parental
competences, with the participation of specialists;

-

Providing individual advice and consultation;

-

Participation of parents both in the process of identifying the problem
and in planning support actions;

-

Helping parents to find constructive ways to solve the problem;

-

Active participation of parents in activities organised by the school,
including school events;

-

Taking co-responsibility for actions taken for the benefit of the student;

-

Mutual support, partnership attitude;

-

Ensuring a good flow of information;

-

Not blaming parents, but rather looking for more effective forms of
activities aimed at combating early school leaving.
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Workshops for parents 'How to Raise Children Effectively'
The problem of early school leaving by young people is complex. The
student’s family situation, their relationship with adults, especially their
parents, is not without significance. Often parents unwillingly make mistakes,
the consequences of which are negative. It does not happen overnight. When
there is a problem, errors committed over a number of years become
apparent. A common cause for truancy among young people is a lack of
motivation to learn, lack of purpose and sense of further education, lack of
perspectives or a difficulty in fulfilling the expectations of their parents. These
problems occur not only in dysfunctional families, but also apply to youth from
the so-called "good homes", where the time spent by the parents with the
child is limited When a problem with a child is serious, parents feel helpless.
They would like to help their child, but do not know how to do it. The role of
schools, institutions, organisations supporting parents can then prove
priceless.

We offer you a scenario of workshops for parents, which can be carried out at
school / institution, concerning the building of an effective parent - child
relationship, motivating a child, avoiding common mistakes in parenting and
we encourage you to implement it. Often understanding seemingly obvious
principles can change people’s behaviour and course of action.
We recommend conducting the workshops according to the scenario
described below in groups of 20 - 25 people, for example parents from a
class.
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Topic: How to Raise Children Effectively
Duration: 6 teaching hours.
The effectiveness of educational actions depends on the quality of the
relationship between the parent (teacher) and child. What's more - as shown
by numerous studies – the emotional bond is the most important factor in
protecting the child from taking risky behaviours (using psychoactive
substances, aggression, breaking the law, premature sexual initiation, early
school leaving). Moreover, the bond allows the child to personally identify with
an adult, through which the parent can model the desired behaviour of the
child.
Proper relationship should include two aspects:
1. Love, acceptance, respect.
2. The limits, standards, requirements1.
The main objective of the workshop: improving parents’ educational
competences to support their child's development.

The specific objectives of the workshop (operationalised)

Participants:
1. understand

the

role and

importance of

correct

interpersonal

communication in order to build a good relationship with the child.
2. can formulate and give constructive feedback to their child.
3. know how to motivate their child to set and achieve goals, to learn, to
his/her own development.
4. can set the limits, respecting child’s dignity and using proper
arguments.
5. understand the necessity and importance of cooperation with the
school and mutual cooperation in solving educational problems.
6. can define the concept of security; safe school, a good teacher, a
good parent.

Sakowska J, Zajic A, Talar M, Witkowska M, 2011, ‘Jak kochać i wymagać. Poradnik dla
rodziców.’, ORE
1
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Methods and forms of implementation:

1. Mini lecture, supported by Power Point presentation.
2. Discussion initiated by questions.
3. Group work
4. Activating methods: role-play, brainstorming, mental map.
5. Summary.

Materials and teaching aids:

1. Flipchart, pens and large sheets of paper, adhesive tape.
2. Sticky Notes.
3. Work sheets.
4. Power Point Presentations

Implementation:

Classes begin with a welcome and presenting the topic and implementation of
the workshop. The workshop includes three thematic modules:
1) How to talk with the child.
2) How to motivate the child.
3) How to set limits.

Module I. How to talk with your child

1. Mini introductory lecture: How to talk with your child, containing the basic
principles of good interpersonal communication, information on how to
ask questions, communication barriers (App. No. 1. Interpersonal
communication).
2. Discussing the question: how much time do I spend at home talking with
my child and what we talk about.
The teacher initiates discussion, workshop participants voluntarily answer
questions. No one assesses parents’ statements in terms of good or bad
attitude. Discussion is resumed after exercise.
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3. Group work: exercise:
Participants are divided into 4 groups. Each group receives a question
and prepares an answer together.

Questions:
Group I. What do you say to your child, when you come back from a
school meeting during which you learned that he/she had got negative
grades he/she did not tell you about?
Group II. How do you react / would you react if your child lost a cell
phone? Group III. How do you react when you find out that your child is
playing truant?
Group IV. What do you say when you find out that your child chooses a
school / college that you do not like.
Participants agree on answers and representatives of groups present
them playing roles (brief conversation with your child). Other workshop
participants are supposed to watch carefully and later express their
opinions if it was the best possible solution. Were the messages of
supportive, critical, or demotivating nature.

4. After role-play the teacher acquaints participants with the characteristics
of feedback, its significance and weight (App. No. 2 Characteristics of
feedback.) He/she emphasises how important is the ability to give
feedback to the listener in such a manner that he/she can accept it and
want to use it.
5. Exercise summary: The teacher sums up the exercise, stressing that the
message should always start with good news, emphasising what is good,
and only then pointing out bad things, misconduct and the need for
change.

Module II. How to motivate your child

1. This module starts with an exercise defining characteristics of a good and
bad parent.
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2. Group work (two groups - 10 min.) aiming at encouraging participants to
realise how important is a parent in the life of every child. Teacher asks
participants: Can every parent be effective when bringing up his/her child?
What are the qualities of a good parent? What features indicate that it's a bad
parent. One group makes a list of qualities of a good parent, the other of bad.
3. The summary - the whole group make a list together.

Good parent:


………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………

Bad parent:


………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………



………………………………………………………………
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A list made together – a proposal

Good parent

Bad parent



Consistent



Inconsistent



Loyal



Realising his/her own ambitions



Consistent in his/her opinions



Who does not see the child's need,



Loving



Indulgent



Demanding



Overprotective



Spending time with the child



Too demanding



The refuge for the children



Admonishing



Noticing even small successes



Excessively punishing



Carefully listening to the children



Excessively criticising



Patient



Tolerant



Respecting the child



Having a sense of humor



Forgiving

In a good, full parenthood physical presence is not the most important factor. A good
parent is one who loves and demands. If there is only one of these elements, there
are behavioural problems. If a parent just loves ... then you should consider whether
he/she really loves. Because by setting no limits or requirements, you do not give the
child a chance to develop. If a parent only demands, he/she becomes an emotionally
foreign executor of commands.
Parents also were once children, then teenagers. This means that they have a lot of
experiences and can share them. Not by giving ready-made solutions, but through
skillful questioning.

It is not hard to do. You just need to establish that this is what you want!

4. Mini lecture referring to the definition of motivation, the role of motivation in
human life and in the relations parent - child (App. No. 3. The material for
the lecture on motivating the child).
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5. The discussion initiated by questions: how did my parents motivate me - do
I remember it today?
6. Exercise summary.

Module III. How to set limits

1. Introduction to the module. Mini lecture by the teacher. Materials to be
used are attached to the script (App. No 4. How to set limits).
2. Then, the teacher distributes small sticky notes among parents and shows
the following questions in a multimedia presentation, asking parents to
provide one-sentence answers.

Questions:
When is it difficult for you to set clear limits to your children?
What do you do when your children test your rules?
What do you think, what kind of message your children receive about your
rules, clear or contradictory?
Does the message you send help children learn specific behaviours and
attitudes?

3. Parents write answers on slips of paper and stick them on a large board.
The teacher directs, grouping answers, if there is such a possibility.
4. The next step is a discussion on the given answers.
5. Participants try to assess the answers and reflect on them.
6. The teacher presents to the parents examples of good and bad messages
during a conversation with the child about setting the limits. It is an attempt
to make the adults aware that the information transmitted to the child, the
way of formulating the message is very important. The success of
respecting the rules set by parents largely depends on this. Parents
(volunteers) share their experiences connected with setting rules for their
children, the effectiveness of these arrangements and, perhaps mistakes
noticed now.
7. Participants then perform the following exercise: the teacher distributes
among

participants descriptions of several situations with the following
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instructions: carefully read the descriptions of several situations, made by
the children. Think about them and circle the descriptions that are closest
to you.

1) If I'm late for dinner, my mother will heat it and serve.
2) If I’m to clean up I put it off and grumble, and then my mother cleans
for me.
3) If I do not get up on time, my parents will always give me a lift to
school.
4) If I'm late for dinner, I do not get it at all.
5) If I do not want to clean up, my mum yells and takes my computer.
6) If I do not get up on time, there is a terrible row at home.
7) If I'm late for dinner, I have to heat it myself or make a sandwich.
8) If I do not clean up, my mother firmly tells me what the
consequences will be if I do not do it (and keeps her word).
9) If I do not get up on time, my parents don’t wait to give me a lift to
school.

Then the teacher talks with the participants about the descriptions above and
asks whether they consider their behaviour in all of these situations
appropriate. If not, why? Parents ennumerate improper, in their opinion,
attitudes. The teacher asks for self-reflection, does not require a public
response. He/she summarises the exercise.

8. Next, participants perform the following exercise :the teacher asks to
identify those sentences, which clearly define the boundaries. Participants
receive pieces of paper with the sentences below. Each person comes up
and sticks his/her card on the poster on the "correct" or "incorrect" side.
Sentences:


Shouldn’t you go to bed?



I want you to give me the change after returning from the shop.



Unfortunately, today you cannot play the computer!



I told you a hundred times not to touch it!



When are you going to clean your room?
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Milk is for drinking, and not for playing!



If you want to ride a bike, wear a helmet! Otherwise there is no riding!



Will you finally do your homework or not!



Next time you will give me back the change, won’t you?



You can go outside if first you wash up the dishes; it’s your turn!



Do not devastate the walls! Paper is for painting!



Do you want to get up right now, or in 5 minutes?

The teacher discusses the exercise and reminds parents how easily
they can make mistakes in communication with their own child,
which can lead to a loss of contact, crawling into a shell, but above
all how wrongly it can be received by the child and permanently
break down or disrupt the relationship.

9. The final exercise is to stimulate parents to think positively about their own
child before returning home from training. The teacher distributes a set of
unfinished sentences to be completed (orally):
Abilities and interests of my child - unfinished sentences
 I admire my child for ...
 My child likes doing ...
 The strongest points of my child are ...
 The biggest talent of my child is ...
 Time stops for my child when ...
 I envy my child ...
 My child would be unhappy if he/she could not ...
 My child surprises me when ...

10. Then the teacher sums up the workshop, paying attention to the
fundamental issue of raising children and shaping their positive attitude
towards themselves and others - correct communication.
If parents do not know how to talk with their children, they will not
be able to expect educational success. The workshops were an
attempt to raise awareness of adults how to transmit information,
how to support, motivate, how to think about their own child (rely on
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positive things), but above all how to hear the needs of their child
and meet them properly.
11. The teacher thanks all participants for taking part in the workshops and
carries out their evaluation.
12. Ending the workshop.

Appendix No 1 Interpersonal communication

1. Verbal and non-verbal communication

Verbal communication
Verbal communication is the transmission of information using words. A major
role is played by factors such as: word stress (accent) (studies have shown
that it is more important than the message!) the degree of fluency (is an
evidence of competence and responsibility) content of the message; It
depends on the power and human relationships depending on the adopted
culture system.
Verbal communication is based on the word. It means that passing messages
we use words. Talking with another person - we use words. Reading a book –
we receive the messages the author transmitted to us with words. Writing a
letter or essay we pass messages through words. Taking into consideration
the direction of transmitted messages, we distinguish communication:
• vertical
• horizontal
Vertical communication is often the formal passing of messages between
employees and their superiors in order to achieve the objectives, transfer
information and commands, and also indicate issues that require special
attention or solving a problem. We talk then about communication directed
downwards.

We

can

also

have

the

opposite

direction

of

vertical

communication - upward. This is when subordinates inform superiors about
their achievements, degree of completed tasks, problems occurring at work
etc. Superiors are interested in this line of communication because it helps
them guide and monitor the development of business. In the school
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environment, we deal with this type of vertical communication, when a student
asks the teacher, headmaster or other employees of the school.
Horizontal communication takes place between members of the same group
or employees performing functions at the same level. This communication can
be formal or informal. If all the above mentioned types of verbal
communication are to bring the desired effects, persons communicating must
demonstrate the following skills:
• speaking
• reading
• listening
• persuasion
An Arab proverb says: "A man has only one mouth, but two ears."
Complementing this proverb one can say that a person has got not two ears,
but four and speaks four languages. This may be explained in such a way that
in every spoken message, we can distinguish four aspects of communication:
material aspect (formal), through which we pass information in a clear and
formal way, self-portrait aspect (self-presentation) through which we inform
in what mood we are when we speak/ transfer the message, relationship
aspect, which indicates our attitude to the interlocutor (or environment),
appeal aspect, in which our request to the recipient is included.
To avoid misunderstandings that may arise, we should possess the ability to
listen actively. This can be achieved using the following techniques: mirroring
- to inform the interlocutor how we understand his/her feelings or intentions,
paraphrasing – saying the message in other words making sure that we
understood well, clarification – we encourage the interlocutor to concentrate
on the main idea of the message or ask for a more precise explanation of the
issue, confirmation – we add certain words, confirming that we are interested
and listen carefully.

Hearing is not listening
Communication is both a physiological and psychological process. We should
distinguish hearing from listening. Hearing is a physiological/ physical
process, , and listening is a psychological process. We hear always, even at
night (otherwise alarm clocks wouldn’t wake us up), we listen only sometimes.
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Listening begins with activity
Listening is not a passive action, it begins with some physical attitude, which
usually manifests itself in body posture, in a little tension of muscles, etc.
Therefore, when we become discouraged, it seems that we do not want to
listen - let's start the action with the body . Let's straighten ourselves up, open
eyes wider, take a deeper breath. Many people discover that it really helps
them to increase their attention and improve reception of heard messages.
Listening is also a mental activity. Just as we can focus attention on different
aspects of a picture seen (which is most clearly seen in the case of
ambiguous figures, known as examples of "duck - rabbit" or "Necker’s cube"),
we can also focus on different aspects of heard sounds. The most common
presentation of this phenomenon is called Cocktail Party phenomenon,
involving the ability to capture the content of one of several parallel
conversations, or to hear our own name in a noise of sounds.
Appropriate physical activity accompanying hearing is important not only
because it promotes mental activity. Thanks to physical activity of the listener,
the sender knows that he/she is actively listened to, that what he/she says is
really interesting for the recipient. Such activity can be roughly divided into
verbal and non-verbal.

We are not trained to listen
Are we in our lives systematically trained to listen? Yes. Teachers repeat
children "sit down and listen", "pay attention", "look at me", "concentrate and
listen." Many people think that if they really try, they become good listeners. It
turns out, however, that the very will is not always enough. In the often-cited
Bichols’ study from 1957 it turned out that the average clerk remembers only
25% of the information provided to him/her by a client. Of course, the question
arises whether all the information provided by clients were equally important,
what research methodology was applied, etc., It is a fact, however, that in
almost every one of us there is still a space to improve listening skills.
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2. Verbal signs of active listening

Uttering sounds
This means all short verbal confirmations of hearing and understanding (
"yes", "great", "right", "true", "mmm", "aha," "no," "wow" "youuu", " yeah ","
really "," aaaa "," uuuuu "," eeee ") but also the more elegant ("I understand ","
right "," indeed ","of course ","I think the same '). All of those phrases we use
every day. However, not everyone is aware that even the use of these
phrases is governed by certain rules.

Adapting to the communication situation
The manner in which we behave during communication should always be
adapted to the other party of the process. If we're the listener, we should
match what we say to what the sender says. If the situation is formal, use
these expressions that fit exactly into it, and vice versa - while listening to a
friend we will rather not confirm it with formal phrases such as "indeed" or "I
share your view.”

Variety
If we confine ourselves to a simple "... yeah ..." we will not be regarded active
listeners. Such confirmation requires little energy and can be uttered
automatically, without conscious effort. Therefore using a variety of phrases
usually proves commitment to listening.

The frequency and speed
Confirmation of "aha, aha, aha 'is generally used for two purposes. First,
when we want someone to speed up when he speaks, in our opinion, too
slowly, or about things we already know, and we want him to pass to more
interesting fragments, or the climax of the message. Secondly, when we want
to take over and say our own message. A short self-observation should
confirm these two views. Of course, when the stimuli are extremely
inadequate or when used inappropriately they will surprise the listener and
cause uncertainty. The same is with nodding the head, which usually operates
similarly to verbal confirmation.
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Location
When we use such sounds before natural breaks that occur during speech
(performing, among other functions, the punctuation function) the interlocutor
will get an impression that we track and are ahead of his thinking, and will
consider our behavior as a hurry-up: "When I was going to school yesterday I
met ..." " Yes ... ""?? …Joe "(How did he know that I met him?).
When we use those sounds after natural pauses, the interlocutor can have an
impression that we do not keep up with the course of speech, do not follow his
thoughts: "An equilateral triangle has a number of interesting characteristics,
equal angles ... equal" "aha ..." (Cannot he also understand that?).

Asking questions
Asking questions if it is used with prudence, is a very good way to show tour
commitment in the heard story. Questions allow us also, to a certain extent,
control the speaker, which of course has its advantages, but it can also lead
to certain dangers.
Depending on so-called "conversational style", different people will expect
different encouragement to start the story. Some may expect to ask them
questions, they will expect "pulling the tongue," and when they do not receive
such stimuli, they will consider it a lack of interest on the part of the listener.
Others will be more inclined to talk without stopping, telling their story at their
own discretion, expecting from the listener only simple confirmations. If two
people with distinct styles of conversation meet, the situation is threatened by
a failure. The person waiting for questions will not tell a lot about himself, and
the person overwhelmed with questions against his will, will feel like during an
interrogation.
We must remember - patience is called a virtue not by incident, and when
listening is concerned, it is a virtue of the highest importance.

3. Non-verbal communication

Interpersonal communication, understood both as verbal and non-verbal
behaviour, takes place constantly- each social situation implies a process of
transmitting and receiving various information. Not saying a word, my body
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constantly emits signals that express my mood, attitude, etc. Non-verbal
communication is a multi-process occurring spontaneously, including subtle
non-verbal behaviour, happening continuously and to a large extent without
the participation of my mind. Even if I am aware that my body emits specific
non-verbal signals, only to a small extent I can exercise control over this
process. Here is an example: a strong feeling of anxiety, nervousness, is
often accompanied by shaking hands. Despite efforts, I cannot stop it, it
happens against my will. Another example is a change of the size of the
pupils – it happens without the participation of my consciousness and I cannot
control it. Similarly, in the case of voice – despite using my entire willpower,
my vocal expression is still beyond my control. The voice faithfully expresses
emotional states, quickly betrays sadness or depression, it is considered the
most "leaky" channel. But, for example, face - "the biggest nonverbal liar" – is
largely subject to volitional control. I can make my face smile, express
surprise or indignation. Let’s examine individual channels of non-verbal
expression in detail. They can be divided into two groups:.
• movements of the body - include: facial expression, eye contact,
gestures, posture, touch ;
• spatial dependencies - the distance that we maintain with the
interlocutor while interacting.
Four different types of non-verbal expression have been identified: facial
expressions, proxemics, kinesics, paralanguage. Facial expression is a
source of information on emotional states and attitudes such as sympathy or
hostility. The researchers found that there are six main types of facial
expressions corresponding to the following emotions: happiness, surprise,
fear, sadness, anger, contempt. Proxemics provides information about
partners of the interaction on the basis of the spatial distance between them,
the way of structuring and using micro space. Proxemic behaviours are
influenced by two conflicting needs: affiliation and privacy. Kinesics analyses
body posture, gestures and other body movements. One of the basic axioms
of communication is that it is an inevitable phenomenon. You can stop talking
in vocal terms, but it is impossible to stop sending information- intentionally or
unintentionally our body constantly sends signals through posture, inclination,
relaxation, tension, gestures. Paralanguage – the source of information are
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the voice features- height, intensity, pace of speaking, hesitation and other
disturbances in fluency.

Facial movements
The face is the most expressive part of the body - reflects rapidly changing
moods, reactions to messages and behaviour of the interlocutor. It expresses
primarily feelings and emotions. Some areas of the face are more expressive
than others. Very expressive is the eyebrow area: fully raised eyebrows
express disbelief, half-raised - surprise, normal - without comment, halflowered - embarrassment, totally lowered - anger. The mouth area has got a
similar power of expression. Change in the position of the mouth corners
expresses states from satisfaction – raised, to depression - lowered.

Eye contact
The eyes are the most important area of visual attention - during talks the
focus is on the eyes for approx. 43% of the time. The main function of the eye
contact is passing relational messages. What does it mean? Generally, we
can say that looking at another person is an expression of interest and at the
same time a sign of a positive or negative response to this interest. For
example, during an interview the candidate is trying to keep good eye contact
with the interviewer to express through this channel his/her credibility,
competence, interest in the company. If the other party is interested in the
candidate, the person will be willing to respond positively to his/her attempts
to establish eye contact. Another important function of eye contact is reducing
distraction. In order to increase attention, we limit the number of incoming
stimuli. Optic channel is one of the ways of providing stimulus and, therefore,
focusing thoughts on a certain event, remembering some details, thinking
about the answer we reduce eye contact.
The expression of the eyes is shown not only through looking, but also by a
change in the size of the pupils (2-8 mm), blinking rate (usually every 3-10
sec.), The degree of opening eyes (from wide open to closed eyelids), the
expression of the eyes - the so-called sheep eyes, murderous look.
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Touch
Because of the connotations with sex and aggression, touch is a signal of a
very high impact. Therefore, there are certain social norms that govern the
acceptable area and the number of touches, depending on the nature of
interpersonal relationship. There are several situations in which physical
contact is acceptable, e.g. in sport, while dancing, during medical
examination, congratulating. In all these situations different rules apply, but
the common denominator is the lack of connection between touch and a
sense of intimacy. These types of touch are in fact, examples of functional
touch.
The most important communication features of touch are: support /
consolation, affiliating function, the function of power. Touch messages are
particularly effective in providing solace to people in need of emotional
support. By touching the transmission of feelings of sympathy, understanding
and compassion is done best. Very important is the role of touch in relations
parents-children. Touch plays an extremely important role in the development
of close relations. The message contained in touch depends on the kind of
relationship. In close relationships touch communicates sympathy, kindness,
support, etc. On the other hand in the relationship with e.g. the boss is an
indicator of power, domination and status.

Gestures
When we talk we constantly move hands, the head but also the whole body.
These movements are coordinated with speech and are a part of the overall
process of communication. Nodding the head is quite a specific kind of
gesture and plays two main functions:
• first acts as reinforcement, reward and encouragement for the interlocutor to
continue talking;
• second – is to synchronise interaction - repeatedly nodding the head
(a series) shows a lack of consent and desire to speak.

Gestures, depending on their function, are divided into: emblematory (nonverbal substitutes for specific words, e.g. a sign of the phone; a sign
illustrating that the time has passed), afectatory (non-verbal behaviuor that
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reflects the intensity of felt emotions e.g. crossing legs or hands, frequent
changes of posture), illustratory (nonverbal behaviours that are to plasticise
messages, e.g. telling about a small child we make gestures to accurately and
faithfully describe his/her little fingers, hands etc. ), regulators (non-verbal
behaviour which help synchronise the conversation, e.g. change of body
posture, nodding the head), adapters (non-verbal behaviour that address
specific mental or physical needs, e.g. nail biting as a sign of nervousness,
swinging on the chair as a sign of impatience. It is worth mentioning that when
we disclose information about our internal states, e.g. telling about our
experiences, the most frequently we touch the left side of our body, but when
we experience anxiety connected with meeting a new person, we usually
touch the right side of our bodies.

Body position
The way we sit or stand discloses information on our physical well-being. One
of the messages emitted by the body posture is a state of psychological
tension. This is evidenced by the static signs (feet close together, hands
pressed to the body, clenched fists) and kinesic (continuous movements of
the feet, hands, turning the head). Using the posture we also communicate
our attitude towards the interlocutor. Direct body posture facilitating eye
contact, bending forward, touching expresses a positive attitude towards the
speaker. A similar / mirror body position is an expression of sympathy for the
speaker.

Spatial behaviour
There are four areas we use unconsciously when we interact with other
people. These are:
• intimate zone (0-45cm)
• personal zone (45-120 cm)
• social zone (1,2-3,6 m)
• public zone (3,6-6m).

Spatial proximity is an indicator of liking and sympathy. The smaller the
distance, the closer the relationship.
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There are five essential functions of nonverbal communication in interpersonal
relations:
• Information,
• Supporting verbal messages,
• expressing attitudes and emotions
• defining relationships
• shaping impressions.

The informative function
The whole non-verbal context provides the interlocutor with invaluable
information; first of all is a source of knowledge about the sender’s physical
well-being, his/her attitude towards the interlocutor, the degree of selfconfidence, emotional state. Having this information about
the sender allows the interlocutor to better and more effectively control the
communication process. The value of received non-verbal signals is even
greater because not only they are not consciously controlled by the sender,
but the sender is not aware of emitting them.

Supporting verbal messages
Thanks to the non-verbal signals the content transmitted by words is clarified.
Non-verbal signals facilitate a better, fuller understanding of the message.
Supporting verbal communication can take several forms:


repeating verbal signals (is used to emphasise or clarify verbal
communication, e.g. gestures made when we show the direction)



denying (is when we verbally assure that all is right, but our nervous
movements, facial expression and the tone of voice contradict words)



complementing (nonverbal signals complement, enhance the impact
and credibility of words, e.g. the confession of feelings is accompanied
by eye contact, warm, velvety voice, physical proximity)



substituting ( sometimes due to various circumstance ,gestures
replace words, e.g. when the distance is too big to hear each other's
words we wave goodbye or show the sign of the phone to convey the
message that we will call)
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stressing (paralanguage, pauses are used to emphasise a specific part
of the message, eg. the question Where are you going? depending on
stress placement will have a different meaning).

Expressing attitudes and emotions.
Expressing emotions is done primarily through non-verbal signals. Touch,
facial expression, physical distance, paralanguage are the basic ways to
manifest emotions and attitudes. The main interpersonal attitudes are
friendliness-hostility. Signals that communicate sympathy, friendship are:
smile, looking at, physical closeness, touching, open body position, rising
timbre of voice. The second important interpersonal attitude is dominationsubordination. Domination is communicated by means of the following
signals: no smile, hands on hips, looking at the interlocutor while talking, loud,
low voice.

Defining relationships
Consists mainly in determining the balance of control, the level of intimacy
and familiarity between the interlocutors. What does it mean? Using specific
non-verbal signals mutual attractiveness and proximity are communicated,
i.e. people who have great sympathy, trust towards each other, keep a
smaller physical distance, lean towards each other, often and longer maintain
eye contact, make more gestures and touch each other. For expressing
domination, kinesic signals are particularly important, first of all posture,
muscle tension, angle of the body inclination.

Making impressions
Use of certain strategies of non-verbal communication can create certain
impressions. The most effective strategies are those that are based on trust
and attractiveness.

Communication barriers
Speaking of interpersonal communication we must mention the barriers of
communication. Communication barriers include all the factors that have a
negative impact on communication. Communication barriers hinder the
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understanding of the information contained in the message. Communication
barriers can be physical or psychological. They include:


cultural differences - all our past experiences affect our cognitive
system, variations in interpretations of the same message by several
people result from the cognitive context and related experiences that
fundamentally influence our thinking,



lack of decentering - understanding the interlocutor and the correct
interpretation of the message is only possible if we are able to accept
the point of view and perspective of the message sender. A person
who relies only on himself/herself and on his/her own point of view can
be neither a good listener, nor a good interlocutor,



perceptual difficulties - communication can be impaired when we are
not able to understand our interlocutor who has got indistinct
articulation, speaks too quickly, stammers.



stereotypes - certain stereotypes affect our communication, e.g. a
person with a high social status will usually be listened to much more
willingly than a person whose status is low. If our interlocutor has got
some attributes that may indicate his/her high social status, most likely
we will devote him/her more time, more attention, we will be more
polite and willing to agree with his/her views, but differently we treat the
interlocutor whose social status is not high



selective attention - focusing only on some aspects of the message,
and not on the whole; in cases when the listener is trying to recreate in
his/her mind the heard story, he/she may omit some important aspects
of the message,



physical well-being – the way of looking at the reality around us is
largely dependent on

the psychological characteristic;, certain

attitudes, values, norms, plans and objectives determine the general
and relatively stable framework and specific psychophysical conditions
affect temporary perception of certain events and situations.

Types of communication barriers:
- noise - these are all communication interferences from the outside in the
relation sender- receiver, or any noise, crackles, moving cars, etc.
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- distraction - it is a lack of concentration on the conversation which is the
subject of communication, or a simultaneous interest in the stimuli coming
from the outside
- mistrust – it is fear, fear of other people, of making contact, or distrust
towards the interlocutor
- shyness - a sense of embarrassment in interpersonal relations
- emotions - are the cause of falsifying messages because of very strong
(negative or positive) emotions experienced by one party, the occurrence of
which hinders the process of communication
- language - it is the lack of ability to use the same language of
communication between the parties, e.g. a sender – an Englishman, the
recipient – a Peruvian
- linguistic codes - are communication problems resulting from the use of
different language codes by the parties.

Examples of scenes scenarios:
noise – you are trying to conduct a conversation, despite strong noise caused
by the surroundings
distraction of the recipient – you are conducting a conversation, during which
the recipient is not focused and is interested in the stimuli coming from the
outside
distraction of the sender - the sender is trying to transmit the information to
the recipient, but the lack of concentration and chaos of thoughts make it
difficult
distrust - the sender is trying to start a conversation with the recipient and ask
him/her for directions to the station, but the recipient is distrustful, moves
away from the sender and finally escapes
shyness - the sender would like to ask the recipient what the time is, but
strong shyness cannot be overcome and he/she doesn’t start a conversation
emotions - the sender is trying to tell the recipient (a police officer) about the
attack on his/her person, but strong emotions cause that a police officer
cannot write down his/her testimony
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language - a foreigner is trying to ask a Pole about the way to the hotel, the
Pole does not know the language spoken by the sender, and the foreigner
does not know Polish language
language codes - a simple person is trying to start a conversation with an
aristocrat, but the differences in their way of speaking prevent communication.

Language codes
- simple language code - it is a code characteristic of the speech of small
children and people with basic or vocational level of education; it is
characterised by simplicity of messages, poverty of vocabulary and the lack of
subordinate and complex sentences
- complex language code - it is a code characteristic of people with higher
level of education; it is characterised by the wealth of expressions and
vocabulary; people who use this code build complex sentences and frequently
use stylistic devices including metaphors, comparisons, etc.
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Appendix No. 2. Principles of feedback

1. The conditions for providing constructive feedback:
• speak directly to the person
• express an assessment immediately after the incident
• judge behaviour and not the person
• be specific
• describe behaviour
• do not draw hasty conclusions
• avoid public assessment
• do not assess the aspects on which the assessed person has no influence
• focus on "here and now" and not on "general"
• clearly formulate your expectations
• share ideas, don’t give advice
• focus on the benefits that the information can give the person assessed
• convey as much information as you can to the person assessed.

PRINCIPLES OF FEEDBACK Information about how you react to the
behaviour of another person is often called feedback. Its aim is to help a
person gain knowledge about how you perceive and what you feel about
his/her actions. That's why you need to give feedback in a way that is not
threatening and will not cause defensive reactions. The more the person is in
a defensive position, the more difficult it is for him/her to properly receive and
understand the feedback. Here are some characteristics of a safe and helping
feedback:

1. Talk about the behaviour of the person, not about the very person. It is
important that you deal with what this person does, and not with what
fantasies you have about him/her. Speaking about behaviour you
describe a person with adverbs (which describe activity) and not
adjectives (which describe characteristics). Say rather that someone "
talked a lot at the meeting," than that "he is a chatterbox."
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2. Focus on your observations, and do not draw conclusions. Observations
contain what you see and hear in the behaviour of the other person, and
the conclusions contain interpretations and judgments about what you see
and hear. In a sense, conclusions and judgments obscure your
observations and thus distort the feedback. When you share your
judgments and conclusions, which can be valuable, underline that these
are just conclusions.

3. Make descriptions and not assessments. Description is the process of
telling what is happening, and assessment refers to the evaluation in terms
of good and evil, right and wrong, beauty and ugliness. Assessment is
done through one’s own system of values and references, whilea
description is a neutral (as it is possible) report.

4. Describe behaviour in terms of "more or less" rather than "yes" or "no."
When you use the terminology "less" or "more", you assume that the
behaviour is in a continuum. This means that you put the emphasis on
quantity, which is objective and can be measured, rather than on quality,
which is subjective and depends on the judgment. And so, activity of a
member of a group can be placed on a line between "very active" to
"rarely active" rather than between "good" or "bad" activity. If you do not
think in terms of "less" or "more" and you do not use a continuous scale of
measurement, you will fall into the thinking patterns that may not fit reality.

5. Focus on behaviour in relation to a particular situation, best on "here
and now" rather than on behaviour in general, placed "somewhere and
sometime." What we do always has something to do with time and place.
We better understand behaviour, if we consider it against the background
of space and time. When you have got some observations and reactions,
information about them will be worth much, if you pass it as soon as you
find the right moment.

6. Share ideas and information, and do not give advice. In this way you let
the other person decide, taking into consideration his/her own objectives in
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a given situation and given time, how he/she will use your ideas and
information. When you give advice, you say what to do with the
information. Because you tell a person what to do, you take him/her the
freedom of determining alone for himself/herself which way is the most
appropriate for him/her.

7. Start to test opportunities, do not be satisfied with the ready answers
and solutions. The more we deal with various ways and means leading to
the goal, the less we tend to accept hasty responses and solutions that
may be suitable in a particular situation or not. Many of us have a whole
collection of answers and solutions to which there are no questions.

8. Focus on benefits, which feedback can give the recipient, not the
benefits that the "expulsion" of feedback can bring the person giving it.
Feedback should serve the needs of the person who receives it, and not
that who gives it. Help and information should be given and listened as
something that you offer, and not as something that you impose on
another person.

9. Limit the number of information to those that the receiving person can
use, and not to those you would like to convey. If you overwhelm another
person with information, he/she will have less ability to effectively use what
he/she gets. When you give more than the person can use, you rather
satisfy your needs than help the other person.

10. Beware of the time and place, so that you share your personal
observations at the appropriate time. Receiving and using personal
feedback can cause a lot of emotional reactions and therefore the
sensitivity when the information is appropriate is so important. Excellent
information presented at the wrong time can do more harm than good. In
short, giving (and receiving) feedback requires courage, skills,
understanding and respect for yourself and for others.
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11. Think about what has been said, not about why. When referring
feedback to what, how, when and where was said, you place it among
perceptible traits. If you wonder why it has been said, you move from
perceptible things to choices, you include the issues of "reason" and
"intentions."

Appendix No. 3. The material for the lecture on motivating the child

Motivation is a state of readiness to take a specific action, in this case the
child's desire to learn. The most effective is the inner motivation, when the
child himself/herself sees that it is worth learning because it pays off (due to
certain benefits in the future).

Lack of motivation can be caused by various factors:


experienced emotional difficulties, caused by difficult life situation.



discouragement due to lack of success



conviction that learning is boring and not useful.

Family environment factors fostering motivation:


parental attitude - loving and firm



great importance of the level of education and learning for the parent



developing interests and abilities of the child



setting adequate requirements



cooperation with the school.

Do we (not) motivate?
Do you really need to play the guitar if you are tone deaf?
Only 4+?
Sophie got 6 from the test, and you?
Again, a hole in your trousers. See how Chris takes care of his clothes.
These are the results of a mini questionnaire carried out by the author of one
of the articles in "High-heels" among friends. The question was: what
messages of your parents clipped your wings?
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What is the conclusion?
Perhaps because of what the children heard, they do not take a guitar in their
hands, never have a sense that what they do deserves admiration, or believe
that there will always be a Zoe or a Christopher, who is better than them.
What we are and why, what we like, how we react, what we choose in life is a
complex problem, which results from different complex factors, but the
interaction the child - parent has a great impact on shaping child's personality.

The child and parents
The same parents in a different way affect their next child (my mum loves
more my younger sister - says the child).
How prone the child is to the influence of parents or peers depends on
the child.
A lot depends on the conditions in which the child is raised (the child is taken
care of by the parent, grandmother or nanny, is there one minder or many,
when they went to kindergarten, are they brought up in silence or in noise).

Have you ever thought about this?
How in the future the child will assess himself/herself, if in a young age hears:


when he/she gets a certificate with distinction, is the winner of the
contest - "You learned, you have the results, what's strange about
that?" Or "When you grow up, you will pass such exams every day.
Better throw away the litter. "

It's so obvious.
As an adult such person has often the feeling that no achievement is not
good enough and always depreciates his/her successes.

Parents usually try to meet the needs of their child, but too often they focus
mainly on the weaknesses of the child and try to compensate for them.
How? They:


organise tutoring,



organise re-education, rehabilitation,



drive them for extra classes,
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Instead of showing that a child cannot cope with this or that, you should
emphasise his/her strengths, because they build a sense of power in the
child!

The child should be praised and encouraged to independence.
The parents should allow the child:


to take into pieces and reassemble an old computer or radio,



to paint a landscape on the wall in the room,



to make a vegetable salad



to sew the first shirt.

Let them be creative!
It's nothing that the child will destroy two meters of material, "will break
down" the computer and the room will look, in the opinion of parents,
not so good.
But maybe in the future thanks to it the child will invent a robot, will be
an outstanding artist or fashion designer.
Routine kills creativity.

How to praise?
Praise must be specific.
"Very good," "great" – for a child it means too little - because they do not
know what is very good, what the parent is thinking; and anyway he/she said
it by the way, because was very busy.

Praised behaviour is likely to occur again, so try to choose the ones that
you want to happen again. You have to name them.
If, for example a child always slams the door, and once he manages to close
it quietly, it is worth praising: Great, you closed the door gently. I really liked it.

Praise does not always have to apply to behaviour that we are fully
satisfied with. This may involve approximations.
If e.g. the child has problems with getting up in the morning, getting dressed
for school, they may be praised for putting one shoe.
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It is also worth considering whether it is because of a hurry, or not being able
to perform tasks one after the other, or he/she doesn’t want to go to school.
And depending on what the problem is, help solve it.
Certainly positive screaming that "such a big boy, and such a
slowcoach" will not strengthen it.

As a result of such behavior the child goes out sad and at school has a
bad day, a parent in work feels guilty and the problem remains
unsolved.
But you should make sure that you are the people who are important to
the child. So if your relationship with the child is not good, first you
need to rebuild it. Because otherwise you will not achieve anything.
The child believes in a praise received from a person who is important
to him/her.

If before a test to a child with low self-esteem parents say: you can do it,
everything will be OK, they discourage rather than encourage.
What this means: it is equivalent to saying: what you feel is
unimportant, it does not count. The only important thing is the test.
You should rather say: I understand that you're afraid, I do not share this
fear, but I understand, because the test is indeed a difficult task; lots of
people are afraid of it. How can we deal with this? And talk about it,
listening intently to the child.
"Why 4 not 5" - will not help the child.
Keeping a close eye , standing over the head, helping, doing things for them
to only get five – will also not help. Because even if they get five, and
preferably six, it will be a short-term success.

It is worth teaching:


independently solve problems, overcome difficulties,



independently achieve their own goals.

Where to start?
Do not criticise!
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Consider: He got only 3 or 4? Why did this happen?
Suggest an idea to a child: you learned to the test for two hours, great.
Maybe next time, also learn for two hours, but change the method. Maybe
questions and answers to the scope of material for the test, rather than
reading or memorising notes. Maybe a mock test at home, perhaps the most
important information on sticky notes on the refrigerator.
You should ask the child if he/she is satisfied with the result obtained.
If for the child 4 is a very good grade, and for the parent is not, you
should not reproach the child. It is better to think about who wants
those 6s and if the need of 6s in parents is really important. If the desire
of 5s and 6s makes sense, you should work on that the child has got the
same conviction.

Why do parents tend to criticize?


Because they think that this will help the child.



Because they think that praising will spoil the child.



Because they think that being critical will motivat the child to
learn.

Very important!
Children must be explicitly told what is expected of them and shown
that certain behaviour is not accepted.
Also, do not expect that your children, when you begin to follow the
above instructions, will change from day to day.

What if the parents want the child to learn, and he/she says that it is
boring and does not intend to learn?


determine why he/she says so and what is meant by that (what it
means to him/her).

Maybe learning is not unimportant, but difficult. Children aged between 7 and
10 interchangeably use the words "boring" and "difficult". Attractive goals for
the child are those that are achievable, and if not available (because too
difficult), they cease to be attractive.
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But they can also be too easy. Or may not relate to learning, but popularity at
school - being a good student in class excludes (a child's fears success).

What is the basis for success?
The basis is to listen to your own child, observe what is important to
him/her.
The child cannot only realise the goals and values of the parents.
The role of a parent is to observe the child carefully and try to guide
him/her in the best way.
Sometimes it is worth accepting that your child wants something
different than you (do not want to be a doctor like his/her mum and dad, or a
lawyer or toy manufacturer).
Sometimes the judgment of the parents that the child is unhappy because
he/she has no friends - it's just a subjective opinion. If the child says he/she
wants it this way, and likes it, let’s try to believe him/her.
The most important is the subjectivity of the child.
His/her independence.

We raise children to this independence, to be able to make good decisions in
the future themselves, feel independent and strong. The feeling that you have
an influence on something gives a sense of security, self-confidence. Children
encouraged to self-reliance better accept the advice of adults. Because they
treat it like advice and not pressure or command. They know that parents
really believe they can achieve a lot, and give them advice only because it
might be useful. Thanks to such attitude, the relationship of the child with the
parent becomes better.
The parent is more successful in helping and influencing the child, than when
he "lectures" him/her, makes him/her account for everything, grounds, uses
different, less effective methods.
The biggest benefit of treating the child in such way, is that he/she will
want to talk to us.
But for that to happen, parents must learn to listen to what the child
says, look at what they do and accept them.
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Because the child is one of the kind from birth, then various factors
influence their development and parents can help children TO SHAPE
THEMSELVES, but cannot SHAPE THEM.

Positive and negative influence of parents on the motivation of the child
to learn

How the child will perform at school depends not only on his/her mental
abilities, intelligence or predispositions. Of great importance it is also the
situation in the family, parenting style, parents’ attitudes, the
organisation of domestic life. Living conditions and atmosphere in the
family helps or hinders the child to experience the relationship between their
own actions and their consequences, between the effort and the final
success. Either they will believe in their own strength and gain confidence,
which in the future will help them in the school career, or strengthen bad
habits hindering the achievement of objectives which he/she pursues and
which will be set for him/her as a student.

Even gifted children can ruin their abilities if they are overly criticised by
parents. And on the contrary - children praised and clearly appreciated
grow up having a sense of satisfaction with themselves and act
according with that feeling.

In this way the child even with a small natural potential, can achieve
significant progress in the development and build a proper self-image. When
parents allow the child to try to develop new skills and encourage them to do
so, in the child arises the conviction 'I can do it, I am able to perform this
task. " A failure, which is accompanied not by a reprimand, but a further
encouragement helps getting to know limitations, but does not become the
reason for personal tragedies. The child builds a proper self-image. He/she
wants to try new skills and develop them, is not afraid of failures, knows that
they can happen to everyone and that he/she can try again.
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If the child is protected and has no opportunity to take risk or is criticised for
failures, grows up in an undeveloped sense of their own capabilities and in the
conviction: "I am not good for it," "I cannot..."

POSITIVE INFLUENCE
 Serving as an example - if parents read books and magazines (not
only TV guide), often discuss on various topics, have their hobbies or
play educational games with children, then the children will be more
likely to expand their knowledge, because it will seem natural for them.
 Recognizing successes, praising - any change for better will be
strengthen more quickly if it is noticed and appreciated. But over time,
the amount of praise should be gradually reduced, otherwise children
may begin to treat it as something they deserve always and as a way
to gain approval in the eyes of adults.
 Setting rational requirements - the aspirations of parents towards
their children should be appropriate to the abilities and talents
possessed by the children.
 Proper organisation of time – supervising that the child has enough
time for playing, physical activity, or their hobby. It is also important to
check the amount of time spent watching TV or playing the computer,
in order to avoid addiction.
 Help in learning – parents should encourage children to solve
problems independently (e.g., instead of always checking the spelling
mistakes - encourage your child to use a dictionary) and help him when
he cannot cope (to translate, to identify the source of information, to
organise learning as fun, to question the child about the material, to
correct grammatical errors and habits of speech, to show examples,
etc.).
NEVER DO HOMEWORK FOR YOUR CHILD!
 Be interested in your child’s problems - young children have a
natural tendency to tell their parents what they experienced. It’s only up
to parents whether they will act in this way when they grow up. If the
reactions of adults to problems are exaggerated or child’s problems are
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considered not important, then the contact will become more and more
disturbed.
 Rewarding - the prize should be used wisely, because too much or
very expensive, can distort the character - children learn to get
something and not for themselves. Often more valuable than material
reward is praise or appreciation by the parent.
 Ensure a proper learning environment - it is hard to concentrate for
the child if he/she has no private space or when another household
member turned on TV loud.

NEGATIVE INFLUENCE
 Children of overprotective parents - always helped out and
controlled, they have no opportunity to learn how to make decisions,
take risk; They feel dependent and incompetent; are convinced that
they cannot do anything independently (parents say, I'll do it, you will
never be successful. You always forget!)
 Children from disorganised homes - chaos and disordered lifestyle
make it difficult to adjust to school routine, fulfill duties and accept the
limits
 Children whose abilities are overrated - parents have excessive
requirements. The child is not able to meet them, which causes
frustration.
 Children who are constantly lectured and criticised - parents
idealise self-image: "When I was at your age ... (I had only 5s, I learned
a few hours a day, etc.)". They often "lecture" with the tone of allknowing and infallible person, constantly give themelves as an
example. They like to prove their child that they are always right.

Self-esteem has a great influence on motivation to act.
Children with low self-esteem do not believe in themselves and are less
willing to learn something new, take a challenge. And even if they take the
risk, then the initial failures make them withdraw, discouraging from any
further action.
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Children with positive self-esteem accept themselves and are more
persistent, willing to work, and initial difficulties discourage them less.
 Lack of interest in child’s learning and school life on the part of the
parents - children do not want to try because they see that parents are
not interested in their school achievements.
 Undermining teacher's authority by a parent.
 Excessive focus on school and assessment.
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Appendix No. 4. How to set limits for the child

The word "limit" is often used in different contexts. Parents and teachers use
it particularly in a pejorative sense. They say e.g. to their child / student: "You
exceeded all limits" or "it does not fit within the limits of decency" or "You do
not have any limits in your behaviour."
Will the recipient of such a message understand it correctly in accordance
with expectations of the adult? Does he/she know what limits are concerned?
In daily life, parents often face difficult situations, good or unbearable
behaviour of their children and, sometimes, they are helpless. They often hear
from their children, for example.:
• I will not eat. This is not good.
• Buy me this game. Aaaaaaaaaaaaa ... !!! (Yelling in the shop).
• The teacher at school is stupid and nasty. I will not go there anymore.
• Why are you picking on me? You always see just me!

But not always such behavior testifies to the whim or inappropriate behaviour,
which is not easy to distinguish. It may also indicate a child’s need and a "cry"
for its satisfaction. Only reaction of the adult can make the child notice the
difference and draw conclusions or - on the contrary -

confirm in the

conviction that everything is allowed.
A very important principle in determining and then respecting limits is to
establish rules and obey them. The principles provide a sense of security.
Thanks to them we know what to expect. They can also help in such
communication with people as not to hurt each other.
To define the limits for your child, you first need to know your limits, you need
to open up to the truth about yourself. Our limits build a sense of ownership
and responsibility. When I know my limits, I know, too, for what I am
responsible, and for what I’m not: I am responsible for myself in relation to
others, but I am not responsible for thoughts and feelings of other people. A
child is just learning to set limits, comply with principles and standards - first
from the parents, then from other adults - to be able, at the right time in their
lives, make conscious choices in such a way as not to hurt themselves and
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others (Jak kochać i wymagać. Poradnik dla rodziców, ORE, 2011/How to
love and demand. A Guide for Parents).

Which words to use when setting limits, how to communicate with the
child

The Messager should concern child’s behaviour – concentrate on
behaviour, not on attitudes, feelings or values:
No

Zoe, can’t you see I’m busy?

Yes

I/m speaking with somebody.
Knocking is disturbing me.

Be straighrtfoward and concrete – say clearly and shortly what you expect
and if needed, when and how he/she is supposed to do a particular task
Don’t come back too late!

Be back for dinner at half past eight.

Define consequences precisely
Don’t ride the bike on the street, you

You can ride the bike on the

can be hit by a car!

pavement or In the yard. Otherwise I’ll
lock it in the garage.

Be firm but do not raise your voice. Don’t be abrasive.
Support words with actions - your words are reliable if they are confirmed
by actions! React immediately if the child goes out to play, and didn’t fulfill
his/her obligations.
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Workshops for teachers 'I know my student I know how to work with
him/her'
The key issue in the pedagogical work of every teacher, form teacher,
specialist is the ability to support the students in their development. Without
this ability the students will not succeed and the teaching staff will not get
satisfaction.
A student who does not see the teacher as his/her guide, does not feel a
strong relationship with the school, does not see the purpose in learning,
starts to look for activities outside the school setting, missing more and more
classes. This problem increases with successive stages of education.
Secondary schools, especially vocational ones, are most affected by this
problem. Sometimes, even an attractive school offer is not enough.
Everything is therefore in the hands of the teacher.
The proposed scenario is a proposal of workshops for teachers improving
their competences in the identification of needs and predispositions of the
students and supporting them, setting goals and finding solutions in difficult
situations.
We recommend that you conduct the workshop in accordance with the
scenario described below in groups of 20 - 25 persons.

Topic : I know my student, I know how to work with him/her
Duration: 4 teaching hours
Supporting the student in his/her development means above all recognising
his/her needs
and abilities and developing, on the basis of this diagnosis, individual paths of
support.

The main objective of the workshop: improving diagnostic competences of
teachers and skills for designing specific activity suitable for identified needs
and abilities of the student.

The specific objectives of the workshop (operationalised):
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Participants:
1. can recognize their students’ resources, their potential and difficulties.
2. can set, define goals using the "SMART" method.
3. know how to motivate the students to set and achieve goals, to learn, to
develop themselves.
4. can develop, in cooperation with the student, the student's individual
programme supporting his/her development.
5. know how to solve difficult situations in work with students.
6. can work in a team.
7. are aware of the role and importance of the support provided to the student.

Methods and forms of implementation:
1. Mini lecture, supported by Power Point presentation.
2. Discussion initiated by questions.
3. Work in groups.
4. Activating methods: role-play, circle of life, 5x why.
5. Summary.

Materials and teaching aids:
1. flipchart, pens and large sheets of paper, adhesive tape.
2. sticky notes.
3. worksheets.
4. Power Point presentations

Implementation:
Classes begin with greeting participants and acquiring them with the topic of
the workshop and its course. The workshop will include two thematic
modules:
1) Do I know myself and my students?
2) Individual project to support the student's development.

Module I. Do I know myself and my students?
1. Mini introductory lecture (5 min.): The instructor introduces the topic of
the workshop, highlighting the diversity of students’, but also teachers’,
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personalities and an enormous importance of personality factors of both
groups in achieving success in activities.
2. The instructor initiates a mini discussion attempting to answer the
questions: what do I know about myself, what do I know about my
students; what goals do I set for myself and what for my students, what
are my dreams, what are my students’ dreams, what do I need, what do
my students need. Who do I talk about them or do I talk with them, what
am I doing, if they do not want to talk.
The

instructor

initiates

discussion,

workshop

participants

during

conversation answer the above questions. The discussion is not an
assessment, it is an attempt to cause reflection on themselves, their own
work, cooperation and communication with students (approx. 10 min.).

3. After a short discussion the instructor proposes an exercise: My circle of
life (15 min). This simple exercise examines the level of satisfaction of a
person in a given area of his/her life. Each participant does it individually.
Participants receive a sheet of paper with a drawn circle, divided into 8
parts. The instructor suggests areas to determine on the circle of life, e.g .:
health and physical wellbeing, personal development, professional life,
partner/spouse, family and friends, leisure/entertainment, spirituality and
emotions, finances, physical environment. The circle may have other
areas. Individual proposals can be included.
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My circle of life
Zdrowie i kondycja – Health and physical wellbeing
Rodzina - Family
Duchowość i emocje – Spirituality and emotions
Finanse - Money
Życie zawodowe – Professional life
Relaks i rozrywka – Relax and entertainment
Rozwój osobisty – Personal development
Przyjaciele i znajomi – Friends and acquaintances

4. The instructor explains how to do the exercise: Mark on the circle of life
your level of satisfaction in each area on a scale from 1 to 10. The center of
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the wheel is zero, the external circle is ten on our scale of satisfaction. The
higher the value on the circle, the higher the level of satisfaction. Participants
reflexively describe their satisfaction.
This exercise makes us realise what is important to us and on which areas we
should work. We begin by naming relevant areas, and then try to understand
their meaning and relationships. Also we ask ourselves the question: what
next?

5. Then the instructor proposes: Look carefully at the areas where you would
like to increase your level of satisfaction. Think about what you can do to
achieve it? Think about what level in particular areas will be satisfactory for
you. The exercise to have sense should be followed by actions. If at this
moment the most important thing for a person is e.g. career and family –
he/she should be involved in it and determine specific short and long term
goals.

6. In a similar manner, you can design e.g. the circle concentrating on the
following areas: time management, leadership, problem solving, planning,
teamwork, delegating tasks, communication, change management.

7. Summary of the exercise (5 min.): The instructor sums up the exercise:
Human life consists of different areas, in which people take on different roles:
of a parent, partner, social activist, child, friend, wife, husband, teacher,
director, etc. Fulfilling these roles should be in accordance with our inner life,
our values. When in our life we play roles detached from our needs and
principles, we are not driven by any inner force - then life requires a great
effort and is a continuous struggle, leads to fatigue and a sense of emptiness.
The roles that give us sense and fulfilment in life result from a mission and
values, and the way of their realisation is our natural choice. The teachers
should realise that everyone has their own circle of life, also their students,
who often do not realise what is important to them. Performing this exercise
with the students can be a turning point in their lives and attitude towards the
teacher. Motivation of people grow when they see purpose and meaning of
their actions, including the purpose of learning and sense of going to school.
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8. The instructor moves smoothly to the next exercise. Participants already
know which area is less satisfactory for them, which they want to work on.
The main issue is skilful setting of goals.

9. Participants perform the exercise: SMART goal. The instructor repeats the
criteria for determining the purpose according to the SMART method (goal:
specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound). Each participant
receives a table (Appendix 1: SMART goal) with examples of bad and good
goals. The second part of the table is empty, each workshop participant in a
similar manner should fill it in. This exercise equips teachers with the
knowledge how to formulate goals (15 min.).

10. To sum up the exercise the instructor discusses examples of goals, errors,
important details. The instructor makes teachers realise how important it is to
determine a goal which is achievable. In case of young people it is crucial. A
common mistake is to assign students the roles in which they do not feel well.
Impracticable challenges discourage, do not give a sense of satisfaction, lead
to frustration and lowered self-esteem. The instructor encourages participants
to carry out such an exercise with their students.

11. Then, the instructor proposes to do with the students exercises according
to the SPP model, Tal - Ben - Shahar, Harvard University. He/she discusses
the exercise and its implementation (5 min.).
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Student’s possible life path

What is important for me? (SENSE (sens) –
values, attitudes)
'
What is the greatest pleasure for me?
(PLEASURE (przyjemność) - emotions)

What am I really good at?
(PREDISPOSITIONS (predyspozycje) –
talents, knowledge, skills)
SPP Model, Tal – Ben – Shahar, Harvard University.2

Common part of these three areas is performing tasks that give
pleasure, are the result of abilities, skills and give a sense of meaning.
This

should

raise

awareness

among

students

and

help

them

understand.

12. Then the instructor makes the participants realise that their behaviour is
what they say and do. It is what the environment sees as an action. An
example of such behaviour is e.g. expressing

views, asking questions,

formulating goals. Expressing a view is showing how we think. Our thinking
can be twofold: problem-oriented or goal-oriented.
Problem-oriented thinking: about what we do not want, what we feel forced
to or should do. All the time we think about what is, although we would like to
change that.

2

Metriały szkoleniowe w ramach projektu „Metoda tutoringu innowacyjnym sposobem w
pracy resocjalizacyjnej”
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Goal-oriented thinking: we think what we want, what we strive for, we
imagine achieved goal.3
The instructor prepares for the next exercise, showing another strategy of
setting a goal, converting problem-oriented thinking into goal-oriented thinking
and determining a goal (Appendix 2: Tool - converting problem-oriented
thinking into goal-oriented thinking) 4 . The exercise is done individually (20
min.), Each participant receives a tool constituting appendix No. 2 to the
scenario and fills it in.

The instructor shows here Solution Focused Approach and its main
philosophy:

Solution focused approach - central philosophy:
The main assumptions of the model of solution focused approach can be
reduced to the so-called central philosophy:
• If something is not broken - do not fix it;
• If something works - do it again;
• If something does not work, do something else.
• Keep it simple. Life is really simple.

The simplicity of this philosophy is surprising, which is not synonymous with
its easy use.
Summary of the basic assumptions of SFA
• focus on the positive, solutions, present and future. The direction of the
therapy is determined not by a problem but by needs;
• exceptions to the problem suggest appropriate solutions, provide customers
with a reinforcement - "once it used to be better - maybe this time will come
back?"
• never is not always - there are moments when the worst reality looks a little
better;
3

Kupaj L, 2012, ‘Twój podręczny mentor. 50 narzędzi coachingowych’, Szkoła Coachingu
Lilianna Kupaj
4
Kupaj L, 2012, ‘Twój podręczny mentor. 50 narzędzi coachingowych’, Szkoła Coachingu
Lilianna Kupaj
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• small changes lead to big changes;
•clients are full of resources needed to find a solution;
• the client is an expert on his/her life, but sometimes needs support;
• resistance is a signal for the therapist that he/she follows the wrong way;
• cooperation is inevitable;
• you do not need to know the details of the problem to solve it;
• clients know the appropriate solutions, they define the goals of therapy;
• there are many ways to look at a given situation, none is more appropriate
than others5.

13. Summary of the exercise (15 min.): The instructor asks participants, if
doing the exercise was easy. Is it easy to set goals, do not look behind, think
positively, prospectively. The instructor refers to the practical skills of the
teachers. Do they return to past events in talks with their students? Are there
situations in which they reproach their students with their "sins" at every
occasion? Do they keep "a notebook of praises" apart from the "notebook of
reproofs" ? Are they aware that giving reproofs more often contribute to the
emergence of problems and often negative attitude to school, than positive
reinforcement? It is worth remembering that we are building for the future and
from the past we should draw conclusions.
And so we should teach our students. Then they will see the purpose and
meaning of their lives and the need for both leisure and learning. The
instructor stresses that you should first look at your own attitude towards the
young person and assume that you can create such a relationship with young
people, in which emphasis is placed on their strengths and resources. The
instructor encourages participants to perform these exercises with their
students.

14. The instructor before break sums up the first part of the workshop. He/
she encourages the teachers to reflect on their behaviour, their level of
satisfaction, relations, because everything is of great importance and has a
big influence on professional tasks. The instructor asks a few persons for their

5

http://www.psychologia.net.pl/artykul.php?level=674
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opinions about this session. Will they use it in their work? What will they use
in their work?
Module II Individual project to support student’s development.
1.Introduction to the workshop (5 min): mini lecture by the instructor
(content: appendix No 3).
2.Solving difficult situations – the instructor suggests an exercise to be
performed by the participants (15 min.) using coaching strategy (based on
M. Bennewicz). Participants play the roles of their students.

First: EMPATHY
What is the goal or a dilemma of a student?
My own story in response to the student’s dilemma
The experience can be "second-hand"
Without educational conclusion
What new the student learned about himself/herself?

Second: RESOURCES - AUTHORITY
What are the necessary resources or skills to solve the dilemma?
Find the authority, that has the necessary resources.
What is X characterized by? What are his/her resources? What is his/her
strategy for success?
The experience can be "second-hand".
Integrate resources.
What would X do if he/she was you? If you were to receive advice from
him/her - what would that be? What do you think now about your problem
/ goal?

Third: MY AUTOAUTHORITY
What are the resources or skills thanks to which your authority solved a
dilemma?
How can you visualise these resources?
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Find a situation in which you had the necessary resources or
competences.
Imagine yourself in this situation.
What did you do, think, feel, how you looked? What did activate your
resources?
Integrate resources.
How can you again take advantage of your resources and skills? How can
you activate them?
What can you do to make the situation happen again?
Save the parameters of the resource.

3. Participants perform the exercise, which is then discussed by the group.
Participants share their thoughts and suggestions how to use this exercise
in work with their students.

4. The instructor then divides participants into 4 groups. Each group
receives a potential problem of a student and based on methods and tools
learned during the first and second session of the workshop, they design a
solution to a difficult situation and support the student in his/her
development. (Group 1: Low attendance at school; Group 2: Withdrawn
attitude; Group 3: Disrespectful attitude to people
and responsibilities; Group 4: Lack of acceptance in a peer group).
Potentially, every difficult situation can cause discouragement on the part
of the student towards learning or continuing education, which can result in
serious consequences in life (lack of occupation, low standard of living,
frustration, conflict with the law, etc.). Participants prepare posters, which
are discussed by the group (40 min.).

5. Summary of the exercise: the instructor summarises the exercise and
encourages teachers to use well-known, verified strategies in work with
students. In the long term, they bring the intended effects.

6. Next, the instructor suggests another exercise to be performed by the
groups. Participants imagine that a student comes to a teacher with an
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important problem. The instructor stresses that it is crucial to establish a
relationship based on trust. The teacher encourages a student, before
starting to talk about the problem, to tell something about himself/herself,
the interests, or to comment on a subject pleasant for him/her. The idea is
to, first, to create a pleasant atmosphere and build positive associations
with the person of the teacher, and secondly the teacher listening to a
student can find the resources, which he/she will show the student in a
moment. Such conversation builds openness, allows to focus on the
strengths of the child and helps the student discover them. It also
strengthens self-esteem and student motivation.
Participants receive an example of such conversation between the teacher
and student.

Teacher: "Before we talk about what brings you here, Peter, I want you to tell
me a few words about yourself. I want to get to know you better. What
are your interests?"
Student: "I love football".
Teacher: "More to watch or play?"
Student: "Definitely play. We even have our team. We took part in the team
competition in our district. And we won third place in the city. More
than thirty teams participated in that competition "
Teacher: "This is indeed a great success. You must be good? "
Student: "Yes, I am the captain of the team. I myself completed the team. "
Teacher: "This means that you have leadership skills and you are able to build
a team. Congratulations. Do you use these skills anywhere else? "
Student: "Not really. Others believe that I only cause problems and it’s better
for me not to get involved in any activities ... "
Teacher: "And what would you like to do?"
Student: "I could, for example, help the school football team, because what
they present now is embarrassing"
Teacher: "I see you have a lot to offer ..."
Student: "Yes, I think so ..."
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7. After reading the dialogue, the instructor asks participants to indicate the
strengths and weaknesses of the student. Participants write proposals on
small sticky notes and stick them on a large poster. Then in 4 groups prepare
proposals for the work with the student, taking into account his identified
resources. The groups present their work. The other groups add comments,
express their opinions (30 min).

8. Summary of the exercise: the instructor summarizes the exercise and
indicates elements of tutoring in the conversation between the teacher and
student. He/she encourages teachers to get acquainted with tutoring as a
method of work and use it to strengthen their students’ potential and their
development (5 min.).

9. Ending the workshop: the instructor thanks all the participants for taking
part in the workshops.

Appendix No 1

S

Specific
Specific

M

Measurable

A

Ambitious

R

Realistic

T

Time-bound

SMART goal
wrong
good
I want to be
I want to
well-read.
increase the
number of good
books read.
I want to
I want to pass
speak
the CFE exam
English well. and get at east
B.
I want to be
I want to be the
praised by
best in my town.
my superior.
I want to run I want to run a
in Mieszko
marathon.
and Dobrava
Race
I want to visit I want to visit 10
new towns.
new towns till
the end of the
year

wrong

good
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Appendix No 2
Converting problem-oriented thinking into goal-oriented thinking and
determining goals.
• Problem-oriented thinking: about what we do not want, what we feel
forced to, or should do. All the time we think about what is, although we would
like to change it.
• Goal-oriented thinking: We think what we want, what we strive for, we
imagine achieved goal.

The transition from problem to goal:
Determine the problem "What is your problem that you want to change?"
My problem is that I
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Determine your goal:
1. What do you want to stop doing or avoid doing?
I want to stop
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
2. What situation is opposite to the problem?
Instead I want to
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Who else can achieve the desired state, similar to that you want?
I want to act/ be like
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
4. What important qualities (that your role model from the previous
question possesses) would you like to have in your desired state?
I want to have qualities like my role model
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…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
5. What qualities relating to your desired state you already possess, and
which you need or want to have more?
I want to be more
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
6. If you achieved your desired state, what actions would you undertake
or what what would you do more often?
If I achieved my desired state, I would
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix No 3
Teacher’s activities in case of untypical student’s behaviour
The untypical behaviour of students is a problem of contemporary school,
which is more and more often and occurs in younger and younger children.
For teachers, it is a new challenge for which they are not always prepared. In
dealing with such problems undoubted value have: the knowledge, skills and
experience of the teacher, which, combined with personal characteristics,
intuition, pedagogical skills and a positive attitude can be a recipe for effective
solution to problematic situations.

The starting point is to define untypical behaviour and search for answers to
the question: What kind of student’s behavior can be considered untypical?
This requires thinking it over, reflection and pedagogical knowledge of the
rules of child development at every stage of education. This group will
probably cover such behaviours, which are different, dangerous for the safety
and health of the student and other persons, disrupt the lesson, are directed
against the student, his/her peers and teachers. These are problems in the
field of medicine, psychology, sociology, public health, education. They
include: aggression in various forms, self-injury, anxiety, bizarre stereotype
behaviours,addictions. Practice shows that the range of unusual behaviours
significantly expands, there are behaviours which have not been named but
worry teachers, caretakers and parents.

The basis for undertaking educational activities is to explain the cause or
source of the behaviour, which corresponds to the key diagnostic question:
Why is this happening? Among the causes of untypical behavior are: the
consequences of rapid socio-economic changes, lack of authority, the fast
pace of life (haste culture), the dynamic development of computer technology,
lack of physical activity, inefficiency of parental support, but also excessive
paying attention to the rights of the child, without indicating their
responsibilities and duties towards their parents and teachers. These factors,
to some extent, disrupt the fulfillment of the child's needs, hence the
appearance of such behaviours are an attempt to force actions which suit
their individual psychosocial needs.
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Another important question that the teacher should ask is a question about
the purpose of such behaviour, that is, why the student is doing it, what
he/she wants to achieve, or to manifest? Analysis of specific situations that
took place in the school or classroom involving the student, made in a broader
situational and personal context, are helpful when searching answers. We can
include the place, time, or person as the context of the problem situation,
which will allow for a better understanding of it. Students undertake untypical
behaviour because they:
• want to draw attention to themselves and their needs
• feel uncomfortable being a member of a class or group
• are afraid of something or want to avoid something (are not able to perform
the task)
• want to impress others, boost their confidence
• reproduce patterns of behaviour observed in other people
• wish to emphasize their independence and adulthood
• try to relieve mental stress
• check their influence in the classroom
• treat this behaviour as good fun

Any untypical behavior should be noticed by the teacher, who should analyse
it prior to taking therapeutic measures. Note, however, that each case is
different because the student is different, he/she has his/her own unique
personality, hence a great danger to use the same scenario when treating
undesired behaviours of different students. Similar can only be the procedure
the teacher follows, which includes several stages, the
measures must be adequate to the situation.
Stages of teacher’s proceedings in case of untypical student’s behaviour
Stages
1

Defining the problem

Proceedings
The teacher observes the student;
in the light of his/her knowledge and
skills, tries to pre-define given
behavior, identify student’s problem.
In this area, sometimes cooperation
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with a pedagogue or a psychologist
is necessary.
2

Collecting information about the

At this stage it is important to gather

student and his/her behaviour from

as much information about the

other people

student and his/her behaviour in
other situations in school or out of
school, from many people who
know him/her.

3

Formulating diagnostic hypothesis

The teacher on the basis of

and developing support programme

information collected, his/her own
observation of the student,
formulates a diagnostic hypothesis,
which is subject to verification in the
course of further work with the
student.

4

Developing therapeutic programme

The support program should include

(assisstance programme) for the

some activities that arise from the

student and its implementation

student’s needs, such as: the
attempt to modify the immediate
environment due to their negative
impact on the student’s behavior,
teaching alternative behaviours to
resign from risky or untypical
behaviour, involving student in
group activities, entrusting
important roles in the class
adequate to student’s abilities,
rewarding positive behaviour,
developing their own interests,
proper management of student’s
activity, cooperation with student’s
parents.

5

Systematic assessment of

The teacher, who implements the

programme implementation and

programme with the student, should
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controlling student’s behaviour.

demonstrate high flexibility, which
results in rapid response to the
current needs of the child,
modififying adopted content when
following the student. Activities
controlling and evaluating the
nature and quality of the changes in
student’s behavior are conducted
parallel to supporting activities.

Supporting (therapeutic) activities undertaken towards the student who
manifests untypical behavior are long-lasting and must be implemented in
cooperation with parents, and sometimes other professionals. However,
implementing them should be preceded by a diagnosis, thoughtful and
respecting basic principles, such as: focusing on the student and not on
his/her bad behavior, proper communication with the presence of the
message I, avoiding labelling, pigeonholing and negative assessment
combined with negative emotions, recognising and naming student’s
emotions, using his/her potential and natural resources, involving in group
tasks, skillful listening and refraining from making negative predictions,
creating a partnership relationship based on careful listening and maintaining
eye contact during the conversation. One of the effective means of helping
children is to avoid the word NO, and formulate appropriate messages
targeted to them. This approach requires deep changes in the teacher and
rejection of stereotypical opinions or routine actions in relations with students.
Complaining about student's behavior when keeping passive attitude or
undertaking routine activities on the part of the teacher, not only will not bring
results, but will contribute to deepening difficulties and teacher burnout.
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Practical guide for vocational counsellor working with youth at risk of
early school leaving

Instead of introduction ...

The risk of early school leaving among young people has a significant impact
on the social conditions of individual countries and personal development of
their citizens. That is why the introduction of mechanisms to counter this
phenomenon is such an important issue . Practice shows that professional
counselling is an important preventive action in this regard and should be
conducted at all stages of compulsory education, and later when adults
choose future education and vocational training. Such approach allows a
systemic organisation of counselling, which is first of all tailored to the
individual needs and abilities of young people, secondly to a particular labour
market.

"School and vocational orientation is a set of general actions that are
intended to guide the development of a student to be mature for making
optimal decisions on the further direction of hi/her education and profession. "6
The contemporary labour market prefers creative persons, skilfully managing
themselves, and leading others. Undoubtedly, the desired skills are also
teamwork, coping with stress and managing their own lives, including the
ability to make responsible decisions.
How to prepare a young person to such challenges?
‘The purpose of counselling in schools should be to help young people in
creating career paths and supporting development of elements of the widely
understood professional personality. This process should include two
components: the first is self-knowledge, the other -

knowing the current

needs and requirements of the labour market.’7

6

Weyssenhoff A, Kruk-Krymula E, Biłko J, Piekarski M, 2011, Poradnik ‘Zanim podejmiesz

decyzję’ z serii „Wybór Zawodu”, p. 5
7

Weyssenhoff A, Kruk-Krymula E, Biłko J, Piekarski M, 2011, Poradnik ‘Zanim podejmiesz
decyzję’ z serii „Wybór Zawodu”, p. 6
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Such a goal indicates the role of school vocational counsellor. It can be
defined as assisting students in making educational and professional
decisions.
Consequently, this results in the choice of learning pathways in order to gain a
particular profession. The counsellor also teaches planning and career
management.
‘In the long term this is educating young people to participate actively in social
and economic life (including preparation for the role of an employee),
preparing to cope with difficult situations (e.g. social change, unemployment),
shaping individuals focused on personal and professional development,
motivated for continuous learning, improving their skills and competences.’8
This guide is addressed primarily to professional counsellors in schools, but
also form teachers in schools of all types. It indicates legal aspects of
counselling in Poland, describes tasks of vocational counsellors and form
teachers in schools related to professional orientation and contains necessary
information along with a scenario of a counselling conversation with young
people at risk of early school leaving.

Its key objective is to encourage people working with youth to seek creative
solutions to help them find their way in the future.

Another goal is to educate form teachers of children and young people that
from an early age they shape the students' abilities, competencies, which in
adult life will result in beneficial functioning on the labour market.

8

Weyssenhoff A, Kruk-Krymula E, Biłko J, Piekarski M, 2011, Poradnik ‘Zanim podejmiesz
decyzję’ z serii „Wybór Zawodu”, p. 7
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1. Legal acts

In practice planning educational path and career development in Poland lasts
from an early age and ends with the completion of professional activity.
Vocational counselling has been developed in a way that responds to the
social needs of both young people and adults, having different experiences in
the labour market
The structure of
vocational counselling
in Poland

Institutions from the
public sector

Non-public institutions

Institutions of the3
sector
NGOs

Institutions within the
Ministry of Education

Institutions within the
Ministry of Social
Policy and Labour

Institutions within
other ministries

Local government
institutions
Rys. 1. The structure of vocational counseling in Poland based on Weyssenhoff
A, Kruk-Krymula E, Biłko J, Piekarski M, 2011, Poradnik, Zanim podejmiesz decyzję
z serii „Wybór Zawodu”, p. 10.

1.1 UK Policies
The UK Government’s Review of the Balance of Competences between the
UK and the EU Education, Vocational Training and Youth Report stated that
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“EU work on education, training and youth policy has had little impact on the
UK and, in its more prescriptive form of EU-recommendations, risks being
perceived in some quarters as having pushed the boundaries of EU
competence”9.
Due to the UK’s approach, there is no Early School Leaver policy and efforts
are focused on NEET and educational participation for 16-24 year olds, and
more specifically 16-18 year olds.
The changes in the UK Government’s educational policy over the last 40
years has been phenomenal.

Over this time there have been several major reports and policy papers
(including the Dearing, Beaumont, Cassels, Tomlinson, Leitch, Wolf and
Richards Reviews), 28 major Acts of Parliament relating to the development,
organisation and structure of vocational and further education and skills
training, 10 different ministerial departments, 7 different agencies, 61
Secretaries of State responsible for skills and employment and many different
programmes and initiatives (most of which have been redefined or
abolished)10. This report will concentrate on the most recent policies.
As will be noted in future sections, the UK’s current approach incorporates
educational policy within the wider economic policy of the country rather than
as an isolated policy. Education is seen as a tool to decrease unemployment
and channel young people into work.

The UK is a multi-state country which incorporates England, Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland. For the purposes of clarity within this report, in the next
sections the UK will be classified as ‘national’, England will be ‘regional’ and
local authorities will be ‘local’. England has been chosen as it is the largest
state within the UK.

9

HM Government, December 2014, ‘Review of the Balance of Competences between the
United Kingdom and the European Union: Education, Vocational Training and Youth’
10
Sense & Instability, 2014, City & Guilds Institute
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UK Government policy is a combination of various Acts of Parliament and the
interpretation and application of these Acts by the ruling political party.

This section will examine relevant Acts of Parliament and will detail the
philosophies of the ruling Conservative Party. These are reported in
chronological order.

a. Education Act 1996
The Education Act 1996 is an Act of the UK Parliament that made it the duty
of parents to secure education of children of compulsory school age11.

The Act made it the responsibility of every parent to ensure that their
child(ren) received full-time education through regular attendance.

b. Learning & Skills Act 2000
The Learning & Skills Act 2000 is an Act of the UK Parliament that made
changes to the funding and administration of further education and workbased learning (Apprenticeships) in England and Wales12.

One of the key aspects of this Act was the introduction of academies, publicly
funded schools operating outside of the local government and with some level
of autonomy in setting wages and applying the national curriculum.

Academies are expected to broadly follow the national curriculum but usually
have some level of specialism. They are able to be more innovative than
traditional schools as they do not report directly to local government but they
are still expected to undertake the same national examinations.

c. Childcare Act 2006
The Childcare Act 200613 is an Act of the UK Parliament that focused on Early
Childcare & Care. It defined new duties for local authorities in relation to:

11

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1996/56/section/7
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/21
13
Childcare Act 2006, HM Government
12
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improving the Every Child Matters outcomes for pre-school children



childcare for working parents



parental information services

This introduced the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) which supports the
delivery of high quality education and care for children from birth to the age of
five years.

d. Education and Skills Act 2008
The Education and Skills Act 200814 is an Act of the UK Parliament that raised
the minimum educational leaving age from 16 years to 18 years. There was
an interim leaving age of 17 years however anyone born on or after 1 st
September 1997 must now remain in education until they are 18 years of age.
This was termed as ‘Raising the Participation Age’.

e. Education Act 2011
The Education Act 201115 is an Act of the UK Parliament which states law for
England, Scotland, Wales & Northern Ireland.

This Act builds on numerous previous Acts to extend, abolish and amend
previous laws. The key aspects related to this project are:

i)

Early Years Provision
This element of the Act amended the Childcare Act 2006 to
extend the duty of all English local authorities to provide 15
years of early years education free of charge from all three and
four-year olds to all two years olds identified as disadvantaged.

ii)

Qualifications & the Curriculum
This element of the Act added the requirement that schools must
continually provide students aged between 14 and 16 years of
age with careers advice that is completely independent and that

14
15

Education and Skills Act 2008, HM Government
Education Act 2011, HM Government
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provides impartial information about all post-16 training options,
including Apprenticeships.

iii)

Academies
This element of the Act removes the needs for academies to
have a specialism in one or more specific subject areas. It also
provides for the creation of specific ’16-19 academies’ and
‘alternative provision academies’ instead of the previous ‘onesize-fits-all’ academy.

iv)

Post-16 Education and Training
This element of the Act requires the Skills Funding Agency to
prioritise funding in order to secure an Apprenticeship for 16-18
year olds, 19-24 year olds who are care leavers and 19-24 year
olds who are disabled.

This also gives the Secretary of State greater flexibility in the
implementing the Education and Skills Act 2008 regarding the
raising of the education and training leaving age to 18 years of
age.

f. Welfare Reform Act 2012
The Welfare Reform Act 201216 is an Act of the UK Parliament that made rule
changes to a number of previously available benefits.

These included:


The introduction of Universal Credit which replaced six of the main
means-tested benefits and tax credits to improve the incentive to
work by making it easier for people who have temporary, low-paid
work to move in and out of employment without losing benefits. It
was envisaged that unemployed people would be encouraged to
take on more work for any period of time that was available.

16

Welfare Reform Act 2012, HM Government
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The reform of Housing Benefit which now takes into consideration
the number of rooms and the number of people occupying a
property and restricts the associated benefits payments.



The introduction of a Benefit Cap that limits total benefits paid.



The phasing out of Disability Living Allowance and the replacement
with Personal Independence Payment that requires claimants to
undergo periodic assessments to ensure ongoing eligibility for the
benefit.
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2. Counselling conversation
In this section one way of supporting a young person in the choice of future
career will be described, namely a counselling conversation.
This scenario proposal of a counselling conversation is directed to
professional counsellors, but can be performed by the student’s form teacher,
if he/she will prepare himself/herself well to conduct it.
The conversation is designed for students who, according to the proposed
“questionnaire assessing the risk of early school leaving ", have been
diagnosed as being in the danger area of the first and second level (green
and blue part of the questionnaire). These are the students who should be
subject to prevention and intervention.

2.1. The essence and principles of the counselling conversation
"A counselling conversation is not a single act of assistance. It is a lengthy
process, during which the counsellor motivates the clients to work on
themselves and their surroundings. "
Shaping one’s own working style is a necessary condition for acquiring skills
to conduct conversations with students. The counsellor should create a proper
relationship with the student, have the ability to communicate and provide
adequate support. There is a need to increase counsellor’s self-awareness in
order to get the answers to the question: "What kind of counselor am I?".
The task of the counsellor is to adjust the whole process to the individual
psycho-physical capabilities of each person with whom they work.
Counselling

conversation

requires

knowledge

of

specific

rules

and

behaviours. Applying them is the basis for effective work with the student.
The rules and behaviours that should be the basis of a professional
counselling conversation between the teacher-counsellor with students at risk
of early school leaving are as follows:
─ the perception of the student in the context of diagnosed individual,
family, school, social, cultural conditions;
─ concluding an agreement-contract between the counsellor and the
student;
─ helping the student to formulate and define a path leading to changes;
─ working to increase the student’s conscious range of activities;
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─ avoiding giving "good advice" and proposing tasks to be performed by
the student which require their personal commitment;
─ helping to find cohesion between student’s potential, diagnosed
circumstances and his/her plans for life;
─ using student’s acquired experience and knowledge;
─ enabling the students to analyse their activities and evaluate
implementation of objectives;
─ facilitating the student in taking independent decisions using their own
priorities and hierarchy of values;
─ working on the resources and strengths of the student, without avoiding
difficult issues;
─ flexible adaptation to changes within their professional role.

2.2. Conditions for the conversation
Counseling

conversation

with

a

student

must

meet

certain

formal

requirements. It is not an accidental event, but a deliberate undertaking that
serves a purpose.
Effectiveness of the conversations depends not only on the competences of a
professional counsellor, but also the external circumstances, having an impact
on the expected results.
Preparing for the conversation the following elements should be considered:
─ extent of counsellor’s competences in the context of the problems of the
person advised;
─ tools, methods, techniques that we use;
─ our own objectives in relation to the student, or the answers to questions:
 Why do I carry out a conversation?
 What is my main objective?
 What are other important goals of the conversation?
 What will I do when I do not achieve the goal?
 What solutions will I implement in a situation of failure?
 Who can help me?
 What available resources have I got?
─ monitoring solutions that will be implemented after the counselling
conversation with the student;
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─ evaluation of conversation.

Below there is a diagram illustrating how to generally prepare the counseling
conversation.

Preparing a room for
individual counselling

Availability and distribution of
information concerning
counselling conversations

Preparing the counselling
conversation and setting time
limits

Documenting conversations

Rys. 3 How to prepare a counselling conversation, on the basis of Pisula D,
2010, ‘ABC doradcy zawodowego, Rozmowa doradcza’,
Krajowy Ośrodek
Wspierania Edukacji Zawodowej i Ustawicznej, p. 18-22

2.3. Stages of individual counselling
A counselling conversation is an important element in the so-called individual
counselling. It allows an individual approach to a person, and focus on
specific needs and problems.
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In the literature we can find various stages of individual counseling.
For the purpose of this publication, a proposal by Bożena Wojtasik will be
presented:

Stage one: Preparing to conduct a conversation - gathering information and
documents, determining the topic, goal and structure.
Stage two: First contact - establishing interaction.
Stage Three: Determining who has a problem and what it is.
Stage four: Concluding a contract between the counsellor and the advised
person – formulating goals, scope of responsibility, building a sense of
security.
Stage Five: Building a relationship between the counsellor and the person
being advised – strengthening the relationship, decision to continue
interaction.
Stage Six: Gathering facts and pedagogical and psychological examination learning about interests, abilities and knowledge, needs, the environment,
making

self-recognition

and

self-assessment,

using

diagnostic

tools,

discussion about the results, developing methods of acting.
Stage Seven: Stimulating the advised person to collect information on
professions and schools.
Stage Eight: Consultation with parents - comparison of counsellor’s
information with the opinions of parents, discussion and negotiating positions.
Stage Nine: Adjusting oneself to a profession - considering professional
opportunities, creating a plan, defining stages, clarifying information.
Stage Ten: Conclusion: summary of achievements, evaluation of the meeting,
a summary of the conversation by the student, encouraging to further contacts
if needed.

The proposed structure of individual counselling can be used to work not only
with students at risk of dropping out. Noteworthy are items such as building
relationship, stimulating the student, or consultation with parents.
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3. An example scenario of a counseling conversation

Introductory remarks:

An essential task of the counsellor is to draw up the so-called characteristics
of the student.
For the purpose of this study, based on the proposed diagnostic tools, namely
"questionnaires for assessing the risk of early school leaving," counselling
conversation will be planned for students at risk of early school leaving.
Prior to the conversation, its duration should be determined based on set
objectives and the degree of student’s motivation and cooperation.

Three meetings with the student are proposed, lasting 1 hour to 1 hour
30 min.
(A total of 3 to 4.5 hours).
1. Stages I to III - first meeting.
2. Stage IV - second meeting
3. Stages V - VII – third and the last meeting
Scenario
Stage I
Preparing for an interview by a vocational counselor
1. Getting to know the individual situation of the student on the basis of the
available documentation, an interview with the form teacher, possibly with the
student and his/her parents (questionnaires to assess the risk of early school
leaving can be used).
2. Preparing the place for conversation, which will guarantee privacy and
security for the student.
3. Preparing techniques, tools and materials used during exercises, tests.

Stage II
Establishing interaction
1. Creating a friendly atmosphere that allows listening with interest, evokes a
sense of acceptance and partner support.
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Vocational counselor introduces himself/herself giving information that warms
his/her image
and helps shorten the distance towards the student.
Counsellor says a few words about himself/herself in the context of the
specific nature of their work, but also tries to find common interests with the
student. Counsellor may, on the basis of a previous diagnosis, learn about
student’s passions, successes (e.g. in sports).
Ensure conditions for the conversation – a

discreet, comfortable place,

possibly with drinks.
2. Starting a conversation, clarifying objectives and the topic of conversation.
Counsellor familiarises the student with the course of the meeting, determines
the expected time.
The aim of the meetings with a professional counsellor is:
─ getting to know and developing student’s potential, which will lead to the
proper functioning in school and the ability to plan and achieve goals in life,
─ presenting a variety of educational paths that are optimal for the current
situation in student’s life
─ inspiring the student to take up the challenge to continue education.

Stage III
The conversation with the student with the use of exercises, tests and
questionnaires
The counselor should focus on two aspects forming the personality of the
student:
1. Student’s resources
The task of the counselor is getting to know what the student experiences are,
namely:
─ his/her personal situation, including family situation, e.g. economic
conditions,
─ the skills that the student has, and which are important to him/her,
─ interests, passions, predispositions,
─ feelings and possibly values that are important to him/her .
You should ask the student about events or situations from his/her life, having
a decisive impact on the current situation of the student.
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2. Self perception
The counsellor is trying to make the student answer the questions: Who am I?
Who do I want to be? What do I aspire to? What is my value ? in order to get
to know student’s system of self perception.
In order to perform this part of the counselling conversation it is advisable to
use the exercise that requires student's self-reflection, realising their own
potential, reflecting on the directions of development, an attempt to specify the
plans.
Description of the exercise
A student completes three sheets (Fig. 4) answering the questions below:
1) Who am I?
2) Who do I want to be?
3) What do I aspire to, that is what I should be and why?
The answer to the first question, "Who am I?" provides counsellor and the
student with the knowledge about student’s self-esteem, self-perception, etc.
The answer to the next question "Who do I want to be?" allows verbalisation
of intentions, plans, dreams, etc.
The answer to the third question, "What do I aspire to, that is what I should be
and why?" allows vocational counsellor to gain knowledge about student’s
self-esteem, his/her relationships with the loved ones, the level of selfacceptance, etc.

The results of the exercise will be used to collect information about the
student concerning:
─ the degree of self-acceptance,
─ the degree of autonomy in making decisions concerning their own
development,
─ preferred values.
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Who am I?

Who do I want to be?

What do I aspire to?

Figure 4. An example exercise in a counselling conversation, own materials.

Stage IV
Searching for an idea for oneself
The counsellor creates the student a situation that helps him/her to discover
and define goals, assists him/her in discovering themselves and helps to find
skills for self-development according to one’s own concept.
Below there is an exercise, which facilitates formulation of educational and
professional goals.

Description of the exercise
The counsellor asks the student to reflect on the three, in his/her opinion most
important, goals related to further education and professional work.
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Then the student has to independently assess his/her abilities to achieve the
goals by filling in the "Sheet of goals"

Goal I
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I’m sure I’ll achieve it

No possibilities to achieve it

Goal II
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………….

1

2

3

4

No possibilities to achieve it

5

6

7

8

9

10

I’m sure I’ll achieve it
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Goal III
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………….

1

2

3

4

5

6

No possibilities to achieve it

7

8

9

10

I’m sure I’ll achieve it

After filling in the "he sheet of goals the counsellor together with the student
fill a table that allows the student to identify barriers and chances to achieve
the goals and entities supporting him/her.
Barriers, dangers,
difficulties in
achieving set goals

The ways to overcome
barriers, dangers,
difficulties in achieving
set goals

Entities (persons,
institutions that can help
to achieve goals
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Stage V
Establishing the course of actions, planning
Vocational counselor helps the student to determine the directions of possible
actions to create a coherent and realistic action plan with deadlines.
It should start with an analysis of student’s potential which has been
diagnosed at earlier stages of the conversation, then take into account his/her
dreams, plans and set goals,
and finally, on the basis of the above, analyse the opportunities for further
education and career paths.
A good knowledge of the educational system in Poland and various ways of
education is essential for the success of the conversation.
Regardless of the diagnosed degree of risk of early school leaving, the
counsellor must indicate alternative paths for student’s further education in the
situation when the student as a result of the conversation will not find them.
Below there is a diagram of activities analysis to determine further directions
of actions.

1. Student’s
potential – skills,
self-esteem, the
level of autonomy
and self
acceptance

2. Dreams, plans,
goals to achieve

3. Opportunities
of educational and
labour markets

Figure. 5. Proposal of analysis in order to establish directions of further actions. Own
materials.
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The counselor should take into account that the choices made by students
can be influenced by one or more factors. The students are not always able to
analyse, taking into account current data, which should be considered when
making important decisions. Analysis of the student’s potential, his/her
dreams and plans allows for thorough and multi-layer view of the current
situation and successful designing of the educational and professional path.

Mind Map is an excellent technique facilitating the analysis of problems and
the search for solutions to them.
The technique makes it possible to list thoughts, ideas within a desired range,
for example information about abilities, interests, activities undertaken to
choose a school or a profession. Mind map can be used when preparing
plans, but also analysing failures when the planned actions appear to be
misguided.
The map can be extended with additional solutions and concepts. Its creation
and subsequent analysis allow the student to look as if from the outside on
his/her situation, available resources, challenges and opportunities.
This technique provokes the student to create his/her own future on the basis
of identified strengths and weaknesses, enables reference to available
resources and taking advantage of them.
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Skills

Dreams

Interests

Educational plans
My choices
School’s
offer

Education today

Values

Self perception

Vocational plans

Barriers and
difficulties

Persons supporting

Figure 6. An example of a mind map - own material prepared on the basis of:
Pisula D, 2010, ‘ABC doradcy zawodowego, Rozmowa doradcza’, Krajowy Ośrodek
Wspierania Edukacji Zawodowej i Ustawicznej, p. 34.

A useful tool for determining the directions of actions is an individual path of
development in the form of a timeline on which the students mark their
dreams, plans, goals to be achieved in the perspective of e.g. 2 or 5 years.
In addition to the objectives related to education, it is advisable that the
student attaches other life goals, related to e.g. the way of developing
interests, passions, achievements in other areas of life.
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1.Promotion to the
3 grade of lower
secondary school

2.Promotion to the next
grade, learning English,
systematically practicing
rugby.

5. Ukończenie szkoły i zdane
egzaminów potwierdzających
kwalifikacje w zawodzie….,
ewentualnie promocja do klasy
czwartej technikum, przygotowanie
do egzaminu maturalnego i …

Time line
0. Start

3. Completing lower
secondary school and
enrolment to Upper
secondary technical school
or basic vocational school,
joining a rugby team

4. Continuing school education,
going abroad to work during
summer vacations (working in
construction, improving foreign
language); first line-up of the
rugby team.

Figure 7. An ex ample of a timeline to develop by the student during a
counselling conversation; own materials.

In the planning process during counselling conversation, basic principles for
the formulation of a plan should be taken into consideration.
The essence of good planning is to correctly determine the goal. The goal
should be determined in accordance with the SMART principle.
SMART principle:
Specific - clearly defined, transparent and concrete;
Measurable - to assess the extent to which it has been achieved;
Achievable - accomplishable;
Related - linked to the life mission;
Time bound – defined in time.
The planning process, which is an essential element of the counselling
conversation, depending on the needs refers to the short-term goals, socalled operative (including activities lasting up to one year), medium-term
goals, so-called tactical (including actions lasting from 1 year to 5 years), and
long-term goals, the so-called strategic (covering a period of 5 years or more).
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Stage VI
Finishing the conversation
End of the counselling conversation consists of several essential elements
that are shown in the diagram below:

Finishing the
counselling
conversation

Summary:
─ What was important
for the student,
─ What he/she
learned,
─ What is he/she
going to use in
further actions,
─ What was he/she
made aware of

Making the student
aware that the
conversation is the
beginning of achieving
set goals
Making the student
realise his/her
responsibility for
determined directions
of actions.

The counsellor’s
assurance that the
student will be able to
achieve goals.
Declaring help in case
of difficulties

Figure. 8. Finishing the counselling conversation, own materials prepared on the
basis of: Pisula D, 2010, ‘ABC doradcy zawodowego, Rozmowa doradcza’, Krajowy
Ośrodek Wspierania Edukacji Zawodowej i Ustawicznej, p. 44.

Stage VII
Evaluation
Evaluation of one’s own work is the last element of the counseling
conversation. This is the time which ends the conversation with a student. The
role of the counsellor is to analyse the information that he/she has acquired
about the student and how to use it. It is worth considering whether developed
directions of further actions have a chance of success, or are optimally
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matched. The counsellor, for self-evaluation, can ask himself/herself the
following questions:
Was the student’s goal well defined?
Did the recognition of student’s needs and abilities allowed effective planning
of his/her development?
Was the way of motivating the student proper?
How the conditions and selected tools and techniques of the conversation
influenced its final result?
What would I change in communication with the student?
Does the student need another conversation? When?
What is worth writing down in the documentation of the conversation?
Which experiences will I use in the work with others?
What mistakes have I made?
How to prevent them?
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Instead of the summary …

Preparing the guide, we took into consideration the need to equip vocational
counsellors in schools and form teachers of students, with basic information, first
about legal acts concerning vocational counselling in Poland, and secondly
concerning a practical working method, which is a "counselling conversation" with the
student.
The choice of such a method is not accidental. It assumes direct interaction with the
student, taking into account their individual needs. It is a perfect illustration and
implementation of the so-called subjectivity of the student in education.
The content of the guide does not exhaust the possibilities that exist in educational
resources related to work with students at risk of early school leaving. It provides
inspiration to take care of this issue in schools. According to the set objectives, this
publication is to stimulate creativity of people working with youth at risk of dropping
out to find the best solutions for students and become aware of the responsibility for
developing students’ competences from an early age.

Good luck in working with students.

The Project Team
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